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Abstract

Throughout history, the police institution have been authorized and mandated to protect citizens against crime. If the crime is already committed police are duty bound to investigate. During the interrogation of a suspect, however, the police may obtain incriminating statements from him with the utilization of improper methods. As such this thesis investigates illegally obtained confession in criminal investigations and the protections afforded. In doing so, it proves that the issues relating to confession are not comprehensively dealt with by law. Practically speaking, those who are involved in criminal justice administration are indisposed in affording protection against illegal confession. The study aspires to clarify the legal and practical issues involved with the response given. Moreover, the barriers for protection and the roles of those involved personnel are scrutinized with the aim of re-shaping confession rules in Ethiopia.
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Chapter One: General Framework of the Research

1.1. Background of the Study

It is the responsibility of governments in general and the police in particular to protect citizens against any crime. Based on the allegation received police are duty bound to investigate the crime. In the course of investigation, however, there are instances where traces are utterly absent or at least minimal and they resort to interrogation. In case the suspects are not willing to provide all sort of information, the investigating police officers may resort to illegal methods of obtaining confession. As the task of interrogating, eliciting confessions, and interviewing suspects carry on, police officers may inadvertently or purposefully influence the statements of suspects. Improper police tactics of obtaining illegal confession may result in wrongful convictions. On the issues relating to determining the practical protection against such abuse international and national laws have provided rules to be applied by criminal justice administrators. But it is yet to be identified in this research whether the laws have afforded sufficient and explicit protection and the practical enforcement of the rules provided.

Specifically, prior researches conducted in the areas of illegally obtained confession are rare or they are not accessible and they have touched upon the topic either only incidentally or are not comprehensive enough in dealing with the matter at hand. The rare studies on the matter have not shown the practical applications of rules relating to illegally obtained confession; they rather

3 Lawrence Wrightsman, Forensic psychology (Cengage Learning, 2008), p.252
5 See FDRE Constitution, 1995, cited above at note 1, Art. 19, 14, 16 and 18
6 Writers may refer to confession in discussing accused persons right in general or some specific right in particular. For instance see Simeneh Kiros, “the Principle of the Presumption of Innocence and its Challenges in the Ethiopian Criminal Process,” Mizan Law Review, Vol. 6 No.2 (2012), p.277
limited themselves to the abstract concept of the rules of exclusion and the difficulties of
determining voluntariness of confession. Even the case oriented analysis conducted has limited
itself to showing the difficulty of showing voluntariness per se.\textsuperscript{8}

This study is different from other studies in Ethiopia in that it seeks to indulge upon the matter in
more detail by making a case study of not only showing the difficulty but also how criminal
justice administrators are dealing with the issue at hand and more importantly what legal and
practical protections are afforded to it. Unlike the previous studies, the topics covered under the
thesis are comprehensive as they cover issues relating to the nature, purpose and evolution of
confession in criminal investigation. Once the general theoretical and legal matters relating to
confessions are dealt with the practical protection afforded against illegally obtained confession
including the role of human right institutions will be dealt with. By scrutinizing the procedural
and substantive protection afforded it is aimed at exploring the gaps in this regard. As such with
my research thesis I propose to address the legal and practical protection afforded from such
illegal interrogation and by scrutinizing federal courts case studies it is meant to see the present
situations of how justice sector bodies are dealing with the issue at hand. The exposure that the
writer of this thesis has as a federal public prosecutor will make the thesis inclusive of the
internal and external views of the issues relating to confession. The issue at hand is important to
the writer as there are number of claims by suspects that their human rights are violated. This
lead one to exploring the legal and practical protection afforded against illegal confession.

1.2. Statement of the Research Problem

Society is the main source of authority for police. The people give the authority to uphold and
enforce the law. The misuse of this authority results in police misconduct. In the process of
interrogation the investigating police officers may obtain incriminating statement from the
suspect. Those statements could be admissions, confessions or simply exculpating statements. If
those statements are taken legally by respecting due process of the suspect, it serves justice. The
problem comes to picture in case if the accused’s due process right is not adhered to. The
performance of police in Addis Ababa is measured based on whether they are able to finish the
investigation before the last day of the month irrespective of when it began and also if public

\textsuperscript{8} Ibid.
prosecutor closes the investigation for insufficiency of evidence that will be regarded as a defect on them. As such the police officers want to see that suspects are eventually charged at any cost and in which case they can misuse their power and encroach upon the suspect’s right. The interrogation happens in private and the suspect is left at their mercy. Safeguard can be provided based on certain requirements. The exclusionary rule is doctrines in criminal procedure and evidence law is one of the safeguards provided under the law. The difficulties are both in theory and practice. In theory, it is difficult to provide a compelling rationale for the rule and for instance what would we do if a serial killer bitten up by police shows the grave of whom he killed? Is it logical to extend the protection for terrorist who confessed the murder of Ethiopian citizens? In practice, the extent and methods of the protection is unclear. It is not clear if there is mechanism of determining exclusion of illegal confession, on whom the burden lies, when should it be determined and more importantly the evidentiary sufficiency of contested confession.

My intention here is to make principled discussion of the rule and current prevailing practice of how the prosecution department and courts deal with the issue at hand. First, limited number of research made on the area deal with the issue of deciding voluntariness, presumption of innocence and the right to remain silent. None of them however made an in-depth analysis of the subject matter and as there are still many profound, crucial and difficult questions unanswered, this thesis tries to deal with them. Many of these important issues have been simply ignored. The discourse of suspect’s inability to understand the language in which confession is to be recorded is also forgotten.

1.3. Objective of the Research

The particular objective of this thesis is to review the criteria or prerequisites for the admissibility of confession as set out in Ethiopian law in relation to international human right

---

9 See reporting mechanism of Addis Ababa Police investigators monthly report. It is my personal observation that every criminal file not finished with investigation on the last day of Ethiopian calendar month is treated as a defect. All Police officers are expected to report on the last day of the month finishing all the investigation files in their irrespective when it began to be investigated.

10 See Solomon Emiru, cited above at note 7

11 See Simeneh Kirros, cited above at note 6
standards and experience of other countries. With this in mind, the procedure developed by our courts for determining the admissibility of confessions will be reviewed.

The problem to be researched in this thesis is not only limited to the above. But also the questions of burden of proof, in particular, the shift of onus to the accused and if there are other options will be scrutinized. The de facto and de jure procedures adopted by courts to determine legality of confession will also be studied. Whether trial within a trial is possible will be explored. This procedure will be reviewed in order to ascertain whether it is satisfactory in terms of protecting human and constitutional rights of the suspect. The use of contested confession made on self and against co-offenders will be dealt with. There is no law governing the length of period of interrogation of a suspect by the police.

As such an issue of how long interrogation of a suspect for confession can be made and whether a law reform is a must in this area will be dealt with in relation to case study. More importantly this thesis is aimed at scrutinizing the current trends of having the contested confession as sole or at least as major evidence in criminal prosecution in relation to the evidentiary sufficiency of contested confessions. Taking into account those who are vulnerable to miscarriage of justice because of illegally obtained evidence an examination into barriers to the protection of defendants’ rights will be conducted. In general an investigation and an answer into whether the criteria for admissibility of confession are adequate to ensure the protection of the right of the accused and at the same time an attempt as to necessity of retaining the current legal and practical situation in this regard will be made. In this regard the role of all justice sectors will be investigated. The reason for all of this is to scrutinize the existence of legal and practical gap and determine necessity of reform.

1.4. Research Question

The key research questions to be explored in this study are:

- What is the criterion for the admissibility of confession as set out in Ethiopian law? What kind of confession is excluded? What is the parameter of coercion?
- What is the current trend and effect of not following mandatory interrogation system? What are the procedures adopted to record confessions in police station and courts? Do these procedures
ensure fair trial and are they in compliance with the order of the law?

- What legal and practical protections are available to the suspects not able to understand the language in which the confessions are recorded?
- Do the de facto and de jure procedures of determining legality match? What is the procedure developed by our courts for determining the admissibility of confessions and determination as to voluntariness? Taking into account those who are vulnerable to miscarriage of justice because of illegally obtained evidence, what are the barriers to the protection of defendants’ rights?
- Who has the burden of proving if the confession is voluntary? In terms of procedure, when is the motion to suppress confession conducted? Whether trial within a trial is possible? What are the current trends of having the contested confession as sole or at least as major evidence in criminal prosecution in relation to the evidentiary sufficiency of confessions?
- Can the confession made on self and against co-offenders be used as evidence against the other non-confessing co-offender? For how long can interrogation of a suspect for confession be made?
- What are the roles of human right institutions in relation to shaping the rules of confession in Ethiopia? What are the remedies for violation of rights in interrogation of suspects?

1.5. **Research Methodology**

This research thesis is carried out by utilizing doctrinal and non-doctrinal research techniques or methodologies. As such the key methodological approach will be to use literature review, internet sources, observations and real case studies. To this end, it consults, inter alia, books, journals, and other relevant publications. The key steps followed include first, analyzing and unpacking the issues in order to identify the issue or issues which need further research. Secondly, having established the issue requiring further investigation, the researcher determined the relevant rule or rules of law applicable to the identified issues.

1.6. **Significance of the Study**

This study seeks to contribute to the literatures concerning illegally obtained confession in criminal justice administration. The research will reveal the flaws and weaknesses of the current criminal justice system in dealing with the issue. In doing so, the feasibility of the current
practical mechanisms of dealing with the issue will be determined. This study attempts to clarify the key issues revolving around the confession rules. It will determine how coercion is to be understood and means of ascertaining the same. By suggesting solution as to how to deal with illegal confession it adds value to the mechanisms of protection of human right of the suspect. The findings of this thesis hopefully, will demonstrate the role and wrong doings of the human right institutions in the promotion, protection and enforcement of human rights of suspects. This way, a recommendation forwarded to these institutions helps the realization of human rights in Ethiopia. The finding will assist those who are involved in administration of criminal justice to take corrective measures in encouraging and strengthening the promotion of accused person’s rights in Ethiopia. It may provide research based information for further action and it serves as reference to further research by contributing knowledge to the existing discourse on the issue.

1.7. Limitations of the Study

The national and international laws dealing with accused person’s right are broad. Among such right is the protection afforded against the improper technique of obtaining confession to be used as evidence supporting criminal claim. The coverage of this study is limited to issues dealing with confession, and the cases scrutinized are from Ethiopian federal courts per se and any references to other jurisdictions are for comparative purposes. For the mere fact that the governments unwilling to be condemned, when it comes to human right protection, lack of cooperation on the part of those who are in a position of data which is used for analysis of issues in this paper is expected. Most decisions from courts are not published which creates limitation in terms of accessibility. Considering the ethical duty that the researcher owes to the schedule and program of the masters degree, finishing the thesis within a semester is a time constraint expected.

1.8. Organization of the Study

In this thesis, attempt will be made to show illegally obtained confessions and the protection afforded. To this end, the thesis is organized in five chapters.
The first chapter of the paper will introduce the background of the problem, objective of the study, research methodology, and scope of the study, significance of the study and limitation of the study.

In chapter two an extensive study of nature, rationale and evolution of confession in criminal investigation including the international and Ethiopian human right protection relating to confession which can be used as evidence in a court will be conducted. First, a discussion of meaning, evolution, types and rationales of confession will be scrutinized in order of their appearance. Then following, the international, regional, other selected countries from civil and common law, and Ethiopian human right protection afforded vis-à-vis the confession will be explored.

Chapter three of the thesis analyses the practical exploration of the protection afforded against illegal confession by making federal courts case studies. For this, the right to remain silent and its effect, bilingualism and confession, procedures of recording confession, coerced confession and exclusion followed by the status and methods of confession made to courts is studied. Issues relating to the use of co-defendants confession, methods of defending illegal confession, motion to suppress the confession, burden and standard of proof will be explored respectively. Finally, evidentiary sufficiency of contested confession, coerced confessions resulting in wrongful convictions including remedies of illegal confession and barriers to the protection of defendant’s right is explored.

The fourth chapter explores the mechanisms of re-considering the exclusionary rule in Ethiopia by indicating the role of human right institutions. First reform in the law of confession will be considered in order to re-shape confession rules in Ethiopia. Then, the role of police institution, prosecution department, judiciary, legislative organ, defense counsels, the Ethiopian Human Right Commission and Media as a means of re-establishing and re-shaping fair confession rules in Ethiopia will be explored.

The Fifth Chapter will draw conclusions and recommendations.
Chapter Two: The Nature and Legal Discourse of Confession

"It may be true that the law cannot make a man love me, but it can keep him from lynching me, and I think that's pretty important." - Martin Luther King

2.1. Introduction

Human rights are inherent to all mankind. Such human rights have greatest interlink with criminal justice administration. Criminal investigation is conducted with the view of finding out the commission of a crime and the person who have committed the criminal act. The investigation reveals these facts and evidences supporting criminal claims will be presented to courts with the view of proving the crimes. One of the mechanisms of proving crimes is by adducing confessions made by the suspect that he committed or participated in the commission of crime. It should however be borne in mind that such evidence is subject to different rules for their admission or exclusion depending on the jurisdiction to which such evidence is brought to. As such this chapter is meant to discuss the nature, rationale and evolution of laws relating to confession in criminal investigations including the exclusionary rules debate. Furthermore, this chapter is aimed at exploring the national and international human right standards relating to the protection afforded for illegally obtained confession in criminal justice administration.


2.2.1. Meaning of Confession

The term confession refers to statement implicating oneself in a crime. It is a statement by a suspect in which he or she acknowledges that he or she committed or participated in the commission of a crime. It is an admission made at any time by the person charged with a crime making the inference that he committed the crime. It is also an acknowledgement of guilt. However, the meaning of confession in the context of criminal justice has been used differently

---

13 See FDRE Constitution 1995, cited above at note 1, Art. 10; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 1 and 2,
14 Michael J. Palmiotto, Criminal Investigation, (4th ed., 2012), p.31
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In some jurisdiction it means the admission of all elements of a crime entailing liability.\(^{16}\) Such statements could be made to police officers or it could also be made to a court but admission should be given without any reservation of all elements of a crime.

At common law, an informal admission made by an accused person, prior to his trial, to a person in authority was known as a confession, an expression which included not only a full admission of guilt but also any incriminating statement.\(^{17}\) The Law Reform Commission of Hong Kong, in their Report on “Confession Statements and their Admissibility in Criminal Proceedings”, equally described confession in these clearer terms: “When, in the course of an investigation into a criminal offence, a suspect has made a statement to the police tending to show that he has committed the offence, the statement is known as a confession”.\(^{18}\) In Nigeria a confession is defined as “…an admission made at any time by a person charged with a crime, stating or suggesting the inference that he committed the crime.”\(^{19}\)

Though different countries have defined the term confession, it is not however, defined under Ethiopian law.\(^{20}\) But directly or indirectly a reference is made to the use of confession as evidence in the FDRE Constitution,\(^{21}\) Criminal Procedure Code\(^{22}\) and Anti-Terrorism Proclamation.\(^{23}\) As it is provided in these legal instruments, both confession and admission are used in the same provision.\(^{24}\) According to Simeneh Kiros “confession appears to be a statement of admitting guilt and admission is used in the context of admitting relevant evidence, such as, a given item of evidence is what it purports to be or leading to its whereabouts.”\(^{25}\) The Constitution for instance provides that “Persons arrested shall not be compelled to make confessions or admissions ...” Moreover Criminal Procedure Code also used the term

---

\(^{17}\) Keane, Adrian, and Paul Mc Keown, The modern law of evidence (Oxford University Press, 2014), p.380
\(^{21}\) See FDRE Constitution, Art. 19(5), cited above at note 1
\(^{22}\) See Cri.Pro.C., Art. 27(2), 35, 85(1) cited above at note 2
\(^{24}\) It should however be borne in mind that admission is commonly used in civil cases while confession is used in criminal cases.
\(^{25}\) See SimenehKiros, cited above at note 20 p.177
The Criminal Procedure Code also takes a stand of recognizing both confession in a sense of admitting guilt and also any statement implicating oneself to a crime in other provisions too. Here we can see that confessions or admissions are put in such a way that they are interchangeable. The draft evidence rules provides for the definition of admission but not confession. Affording constitutional protection to both admission and confession without discrimination serves the objective of the law against untrustworthy evidence and protection from torture. Practically, confession is understood broadly, so as to include admissions of criminal behavior to private parties, admissions to law-enforcement officials not only of guilt but also of other facts that may link a suspect to a crime, and exculpatory statements. For the purpose of this thesis, a reference to confession should be understood to follow the practical understanding of the term not only of admitting the guilt but also any statement from which guilt can be inferred.

2.2.2. Evolution of Laws Relating to Confession

Laws relating to confession have undergone different stages of development. It is fact of history that confessions as evidence in criminal cases have been used since ancient times. For instance old Roman and Greeks laws relied upon torture in order to obtain confessions. There was judicially administered confession from “approximately 1250 to the late 1800s” in the western legal tradition. The same holds true in Asia as confession was obtained through torture for the purpose of punishment in criminal cases. Laws relating to confession have developed through time and in the 16th century the privilege against self-incrimination derived from a Latin maxim, "nemo tenetur prodere se ipsum” which refers to “No one should be required to betray himself” is incorporated in English law and 17th century the English court is given the power to exclude

26 See Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art 134 (1)
27 Id., Art. 27(3) and 35
28 See Simeneh Kiros, cited above at note 20, p.177
31 Chandler, David Porter, Voices from S-21: Terror and history in Pol Pot's secret prison (Univ. of California Press, 1999), p.117
32 Fisher, Jonathan. The law of investor protection (Sweet & Maxwell, 2003), p.590
improperly obtained evidences. The same development occurred in American law in the 17th and 18th centuries. In 1791, the Fifth Amendment’s to United States Constitution provide that “no person…shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself.” Through time an enforcement of privilege against self-incrimination and exclusion of improperly obtained evidence rules developed world wide and in 20th century major international, regional, and national human right instruments incorporate prohibition against torture, the right to remain silent, prohibition against self-incrimination and exclusion of evidences obtained through improper methods including torture and treats of any kind in interrogation.

In Ethiopia a formal constitutional rule dealing with confession in criminal matters developed recently. Though the 1931 Constitution is regarded as the first modern Constitution in Ethiopian history, it does not however incorporate protections against illegally obtained confessions. Even John H. Spencer in his book said “…I was unsuccessful in introducing the privilege against self-incrimination…” in giving personal account of his attempt in legal reform at the time of constitutional revision of 1955. But an important development in this regard however is the fact that the Ethiopian Criminal Procedure Code adopted in 1961 incorporated protection against illegally obtained confessions. New constitutional developments came with the adoption of the 1987 Constitution which prescribes protection against self-incrimination and exerting compulsion in the form of either violence or pressure. Currently, there are rules enumerated in the FDRE Constitution and also subordinate legislations.

36 See Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 27 and Art 35(2)
2.2.3. Type of Confession: Formal and Informal Confessions.

Based on the place where the confession is made or to whom the confession is made, it can be divided into formal or judicial confessions and informal or extra-judicial confessions. When we say judicial confession we are referring to a confession made before a court of law. Any court may record any statement or confession in Ethiopia for the purpose that it be used latter in trial of the suspect. Such confession is also regarded as judicial confession. Not only this but also an admission of guilt before a trial court is referred to as confession. The informal or extra judicial confessions are when the confession is made to any individual or organ other than court. It is to mean out of court admissions. For instance it can be made to a police or other law enforcement agent during investigations. Both judicial and extrajudicial admissions are subject to rules for their admission.

2.2.4. Rationales of Laws Relating to Confession and the Exclusionary Rule

Laws relating to confessions are aimed at protecting the accused or criminal suspects from unfair and possibly injustice creating instances of use of illegally obtained evidences. It should however be stressed here that such rules have been subject to much controversy and debate for long now. Those who object to protection against self-incrimination, right to remain silent or the exclusion of illegally obtained confession contend that such rules only protect the guilty people rather than innocent ones and it should be abolished in order to protect the society in general.

39 Ibid.
40 See Criminal Procedural Code, cited above at note 2, Art 35
41 See Roberts, Paul, and Adrian Zuckerman, cited above at note 38
42 Extra judicial confessions, unlike the judicial confessions must pass the strict test of admissibility. A requirement of voluntariness applies to judicial admission and an additional requirement of reliability applies to extra judicial confessions. Depending on the jurisdiction, confession could be subjected to additional requirements.
They say that society should not be punished for wrong doing of the police.\textsuperscript{45} It is not even helpful for the search of truth in criminal proceedings.

The other group of people advocates for the existence of rules relating to confession and exclusionary rule taking into account the mere existence of the rationale of the rule itself. The reasons provided includes exclusionary rules are one mechanism of banning the police officers from resorting to the use of improper methods of interrogations. Such rules also protect the innocent as the person under torture tells not the truth but what the torturer wants him to tell and as such confessions obtained under improper mechanisms are believed to be untrustworthy.\textsuperscript{46} The burden of proof in criminal case is on prosecution and the accused should not be forced to assist prosecution by betraying himself. Generally, the above basic rationales for the exclusionary rule can be categorized into i.e. 'reliability principle' protective principle' and the disciplinary principle'.\textsuperscript{47}

2.2.4.1. Reliability Principle

According to this principle confessions obtained through improper methods should be excluded from the determination of guilt of person for the fact that such evidences are untrustworthy.\textsuperscript{48} It is to mean that evidence of such type should be excluded when its “reliability is impaired or the accused’s ability to test its reliability has been impaired”.\textsuperscript{49} This principle was first reflected in the decision of Nares J. and Eyre B. in the case of R v Warickshall (1783):

> Confessions are received in evidence, or rejected as inadmissible, under a consideration whether they are or not entitled credit. A free and voluntary confession is deserving of the highest credit, because it is presumed to flow from the strongest sense of guilt, and therefore it is admitted as proof of the crime to which it refers; but confessions forced from the mind by the flattery of hope, or by torture of fear, comes in so questionable a

\textsuperscript{45} Del Carmen, Rolando, Criminal procedure: Law and practice (Cengage Learning, 2013), p.113
\textsuperscript{47} Babalola, Afe, Law & practice of evidence in Nigeria (Sibon Books Limited, 2001), P.70
\textsuperscript{48} See Hsieh, Asst Prof Kuo-hsing. cited above at note 43, p.37
\textsuperscript{49} See Keane, Adrian, and Paul McKeown, cited above at note 17, p.56
shape when it is to be considered as the evidence of guilt, that no credit to be given to it; and therefore it is rejected.\textsuperscript{50}

As such confession obtained involuntarily may not be reliable\textsuperscript{51} and we cannot afford to convict fellow human beings for the evidences we could not rely on.

2.2.4.2. Disciplinary Principle

Disciplinary principle is based on the idea that those who enforce law should themselves be subjected to law and should respect the law.\textsuperscript{52} Under disciplinary principle the rationale for excluding evidences obtained improperly with the violation of suspect’s due process right is for the purpose of discouraging police officers not to engage in torturing, threatening, false promising, etc. to the accused in order to obtain evidences.\textsuperscript{53} Disciplinarians believe that evidence should be excluded as a “…means of deterring the police from future improprieties by depriving them of fruits of the transgression in question”.\textsuperscript{54}

2.2.4.3. Protective Principle

The protective principle also called as right based approach is aimed at excluding evidence for the purpose of protecting the civil rights.\textsuperscript{55} Courts should be in position to uphold the rights of individuals involved in criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{56} Suspects or accused person should suffer no harm as a result of violation of his or her right.\textsuperscript{57} This is provided by way of remedy to the violation of right of individuals.\textsuperscript{58} Allowing suspects to sue police officer who have violated his right per se will not place individuals in a position they would have been if not for the violation.\textsuperscript{59} Therefore, evidences obtained through improper means should be excluded.

\textsuperscript{50} I Leach 263, 168 Eng. Rep. 234 (Q.B. 1783) As cited on Hsieh, Asst Prof Kuohseng, cited above at note 43, p.37
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{52} Gans, Jeremy, and Andrew Palmer, \textit{Australian Principles of Evidence} (Psychology Press, 2005), p.9
\textsuperscript{53} See Keane, Adrian, and Paul McKeown, cited above at note 17
\textsuperscript{54} Andrew L.-T. Choo, \textit{Evidence} (Oxford University Press, 2012), p.171
\textsuperscript{55} See Keane, Adrian, and Paul McKeown, cited above at note 17
\textsuperscript{56} See Gans, Jeremy, and Andrew Palmer, cited above at note 52, p.10
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{58} See Gans, Jeremy, and Andrew Palmer, cited above at note 52, p.10
2.2.4.4. Integrity Principle

Confessions obtained through illegal means should be excluded with the view of “maintaining the integrity of the criminal justice process”\(^{60}\). If courts give recognition to illegality then integrity of courts would be at jeopardy. Here the emphasis is given for the legitimacy or integrity of the court and perception that the people may have towards the court for not excluding such evidences.

2.3. International and National Human Right Standards vis-à-vis Confession

2.3.1. International Human Right Standards of Admissibility of Confession

Major international human right instruments incorporate rules relating to confession by way of affording protection to criminal suspects.\(^{61}\) Protection against illegal confession is afforded as part of free and fair trial rights.\(^{62}\) “The fair trial rights formed part of basic human right expressly since its inclusion in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human right.”\(^{63}\) Later, the ICCPR provided that anyone who is charged with a criminal liability has, in relation to the determination of the charge, the right not to be compelled to be a witness or confess guilt against himself.\(^{64}\) Such protection against self-incrimination is aimed at protecting the defendant from being forced to give a confession. The protection against self-incrimination applies to absence of any direct or indirect pressure exerted by the investigating police officer with the view of obtaining confession.\(^{65}\) A human right committee emphasized that laws at national level must ensure exclusion of illegally obtained evidence and for this to happen it is the duty of government to

\(^{60}\) See Keane, Adrian, and Paul McKeown, cited above at note 17, p.56

\(^{61}\) The following instrument incorporates rules relating to confession. International convention of civil and political right, Universal declaration of human right, the UN convention against torture and other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, and regional instruments like the European convention on Human Right, African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights and The Inter American Convention on human Rights.

\(^{62}\) Easton, Susan, Silence and Confessions: The Suspect as the Source of Evidence (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), p.68

\(^{63}\) Van der Walt, Tharien, and Stephen De la Harpe, "The right to pre-trial silence as part of the right to a free and fair trial: An overview," African Human Rights Law Journal Vol. 5, no. 1 (2005), p.70

\(^{64}\) See ICCPR, cited above at note 4, Art. 14 (3) (g)

\(^{65}\) Human Rights Committee, "General Comment No. 32; Article 14: Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial," UN Doc. CCPR/C/GC/32, 23 August 2007, Para.41
bear the burden of proof. They also said information about how the confession is obtained should be available in order to be able to refer it to a later stage of trial.

The Convention against Torture provides that governments should “ensure that any statement which is established to have been made as a result of torture shall not be invoked as evidence in any proceedings.” The same protection holds true in relation to the protection to be afforded to children according to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. According to UN General Assembly resolution, Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment provides:

It shall be prohibited to take undue advantage of the situation of a detained or imprisoned person for the purpose of compelling him to confess, to incriminate himself otherwise or to testify against any other person. No detained person while being interrogated shall be subject to violence, threats or methods of interrogation which impair his capacity of decision or his judgment.

Obligations of not invoking evidences obtained through torture have further been protected in accordance with the annual UN General Assembly and the Human Rights Council resolutions on torture.

2.3.2. Regional Human Right Standards of Admissibility of Confession

Various regional human right standards affords protection against illegally obtained evidence. The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights indirectly recognizes the right to fair and

---

66 Id., para.6 and para. 41
67 Id., para. 33
68 Assembly, UN General."Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment." Constitution 5, no. 7 (1984): 5. Art. 15
free trial.\textsuperscript{72} This is because the protection is afforded to dignity of human being, his liberty and security, right to be heard including right to independent court but no express recognition privileges against self-incrimination and the right to remain silent.\textsuperscript{73} It should however be borne in mind that the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Right (African Commission) is given the mandates of providing persuasive i.e. legally non-binding rules and principles of solving legal problems.\textsuperscript{74} Accordingly the African Commission developed Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa and recognized the necessity of regulating confession or incorporating privilege against self-incrimination.\textsuperscript{75} The Principles and Guidelines provide that taking advantage of the situation of the suspect for the purpose of obtaining confession and subjecting such person to any coercion is prohibited.\textsuperscript{76} The principle protects suspects from involuntary confession and goes further in delimiting what sort of confessions are regarded as illegal. For instance confessions given with coercion, confession obtained with a serious violation of internationally protected human rights and confession given incommunicado detention are not admissible as evidence except in the prosecution of the perpetrators of the violations.\textsuperscript{77}

Although there is no express provision regulating self-incrimination in the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the European Court for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms ruled that it is implicit in the right to fair trial provided.\textsuperscript{78} The court noted that protection against self-incrimination is one aspect of fair trial rights and it is an internationally recognized standard in police interrogation of suspects.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{72} See Van der Walt, Tharien, and Stephen De la Harpe, cited above at note 63, p.72
\textsuperscript{73} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{76} Id., Section M(7)(d) and (e).
\textsuperscript{77} Id., section N(6)g, e1, d2.
\textsuperscript{78} K v. Austria, 16002/90, Judgment 2.6.1993.
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid.
Inter-American human right convention also recognizes the right not to be compelled to be a witness against himself or to plead guilty.\textsuperscript{80} It specifically provides that a confession of guilt by the accused shall be valid only if it is made without coercion of any kind.\textsuperscript{81} The Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture provides the inadmissibility of confession evidence obtained through torture except against the person accused of committing the torture itself.\textsuperscript{82}

2.3.3. International Criminal Court’s Human Right Standards of Admissibility of Confession

It is also interesting to see that rules of exclusion have been adopted in rules of procedure and evidence adopted for the various international criminal courts. Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court guarantees the inadmissibility of confession evidence in violation of human rights of suspects.\textsuperscript{83} The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) also adopted a rule on the exclusion of evidence obtained in violation of human rights law.\textsuperscript{84} Likewise, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) adopted an identical provision to that of the ICTY.\textsuperscript{85}

2.3.4. Burden of Proof

In relation to this burden of proof there are some international human right documents showing who bears the burden of proving the legality of confession made. One of such document is the Human Rights Committee’s General Comment on fair trial rights. According to the general comment 32 “… the burden is on the State to prove that statements made by the accused have

\textsuperscript{80} Organization of American States (OAS), American Convention on Human Rights "Pact of San Jose, Costa Rica" (B-32), 22 January 1969, Art. 8 (2)g
\textsuperscript{81} Id., Art. 8(3)
\textsuperscript{82} Organization of American States (OAS), Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture, 9 December 1985, OAS Treaty Series, No. 67. Article 10
\textsuperscript{83} UN General Assembly, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (last amended 2010), 17 July 1998, ISBN No. 92-9227-227-6, article 69(7)
\textsuperscript{84} International Criminal Tribunal Former Yugoslavia, Rules of Procedure and Evidence, IT/32/Rev.44 (1994 – as amended 1995 and 1997), rule 95
been given of their own free will."  

According to Torture Committee, states are duty bound to investigate any allegation of torture."  

This view is also recognized by the Special Rapporteur on Torture which said “where allegations of torture and or other forms of ill- treatment are raised by a defendant during trial, the burden of proof should shift to the prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the confession was not obtained by unlawful means, including torture and similar ill-treatment.”

2.3.5. Evidentiary Sufficiency of Confession and Concern for Human Right

Regarding the evidentiary sufficiency of confession the European committee for the Prevention of Torture Standards and Special Rapporteur on Torture have expressed their concern that if one is to be convicted based on the confession obtained it will create conducive environment for the occurrence of torture itself. The Special Rapporteur on Torture and European Committee for the Prevention of Torture has noted that for the purpose of proving guilt of the suspect the states should be able to adduce other reliable evidence than confession per se as it is insufficient for conviction. It is of vital importance to secure through other methods of investigation evidences which are in themselves sufficient for conviction of the alleged offender.

2.3.6. The Role of Other Fundamental Rights Determining Admissibility of Confession

2.3.6.1. Presumption of Innocence

The presumption of innocence dictates that one is presumed innocent until it is otherwise proved. It refers to the fact that burden of proof regarding the guilt of the person is on the one

---

86 Communications No. 1033/2001, Singarasa v. Sri Lanka, para.7.4; No. 253/1987, Kelly v. Jamaica, para. 7.4. as cited on cited above at note 65 General Comment 32, para. 42
89 Id., Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture, A/HRC/25/60, para. 21
91 See ICCPR, cited above at note 4, Art. 14(2)
who declares, not on the one who denies it. As such the prosecution bears the burden of proving the guilt of the accused by collecting and presenting to the court of law legally admissible evidence that can convince beyond reasonable doubt or clear and convincing evidences. This is right of an accused person in a criminal trial. Accordingly major international human right instruments have recognized this right to presumption of innocence. Presumption of innocence is linked to illegally obtained confession in multiple ways. First due to the presumption of innocence, a person cannot be compelled to confess guilt or give evidence against him/herself. It is for the state to produce evidence of guilt, not for the defendant to prove innocence. It also helps to determine who the duty bearer is in proving the voluntariness of the confession itself.

2.3.6.2. The Right to a Fair Trial

Rules relating to confessions are also linked to fair trial rights. One of the things that bring about fair trial is the exclusion of improperly obtained evidence. In terms of the right to a fair trial for defendants, they have the right not to be compelled to testify against themselves or to confess guilt. This is protection against self-incrimination, which aims to protect the defendant from being forced to give a confession. If a person is forced to give a confession, this confession should not be used as evidence in trial. There is good reason to doubt the accuracy and veracity of a forced confession, and the use of a confession like this would entail a clear violation of the right to fair trial. Before a person is questioned by the police, he or she ought to be made aware of their right not to testify against themselves. Exclusion of testimony as to circumstances of a

confession can deprive a defendant of a fair trial when the circumstances bear on the credibility as well as the voluntariness of the confession.96

2.3.6.3. Prohibition Against Torture and Inhuman Treatment

The Convention against Torture defines torture as "any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession…."97 Such act may be inflicted by any official acting in an official capacity.98 The Convention against Torture provides that confession secured out of torture cannot be invoked as evidence against the suspect.99 Therefore, the strong protection against torture or inhumane treatment meant the protection against certain confession obtained through the same method. The rules of exclusion of evidence obtained through torture and inhumane treatment is a mechanism of minimizing the act of torture or inhuman treatment as it is also a mechanism of keeping the trial fair.

2.3.6.4. The Right to Counsel

The right to counsel refers to the right to get assistance from counselor.100 This right is part of fair trial rights of individuals so that the counselor representing the accused advise him of his right, ensure that the right of suspect is not violated, represent the accused in presenting objection to admissibility of evidences presented, also cross examine the witnesses presented and many more.101 The government is represented by public prosecutor who is trained in law and it would be unfair and unequal to try suspects without such knowledge and representation. Therefore the international human right instruments provided for the right to counselor as part of a bundle of accused persons’ rights. According to the ICCPR accused persons have a right to be

---

97 The Convention against Torture and other cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, cited above at note 68, Art. 1(1)
98 Ibid.
99 Id., Art. 15
100 Siegel, Larry, and John Worrall, Introduction to Criminal Justice (Cengage Learning, 2011.), P.377; Acker, James R., and David C. Brody, Criminal Procedure: A contemporary Perspective. (Jones & Bartlett Learning, 2004), P.329
counseled by a lawyer including the right to be informed of the right to lawyer.\textsuperscript{102} The representation of accused by counsel ensures the observance of the right of the accused from involuntary confession. Therefore an access to counsel is a mechanism of enforcing constitutional right to protection against self-incrimination.

2.3.7. \textit{Comparative National Standards for the Admissibility of Confessions}

A comparative study of admissibility rules in civil and common law countries are made in this part of the study in order to see how different selected countries have afforded the protection to criminal suspects from illegally obtained evidences. Both common law and civil law systems are scrutinized. As a representative of the two systems United States and England from common law, and French and Germany from civil law legal system are chosen in this study. Additionally, as a source to Ethiopian Criminal Procedure Code Indian and Malayan system is compared.

2.3.7.1. \textit{Admissibility of Confessions in Civil Law Countries}

2.3.7.1.1. French Legal System

In France voluntarily obtained confession is treated as superior evidence of all evidences presented.\textsuperscript{103} But the express recognition of right to silence and protection against self-incrimination is not provided in the Constitution and Criminal Code procedure. Like all other evidence it is up to the judge to assess the admission of the confession obtained as the law provides that “…offences may be proved by any mode of evidence and the judge decides according to his innermost conviction … and …confessions, as any other type of evidence, are left to the free appreciation of the judges.”\textsuperscript{104} Although it is a crime for police officers to engage in obtaining confession through the utilization of confession, there is no strict observation of rules of confession.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{102} See ICCPR, cited above at note 4,Article 14, section 3
\textsuperscript{103} Kusonsinwut, Siriphon, \textit{A comparative Study of Confession Law: The Lesson for Thailand Regarding the Exclusionary Rule and Confession Admissibility Standard}, (ProQuest, 2008), P.201
\textsuperscript{104} Criminal Procedure Code of Republic of France, Art. 427 and 428.
Still however there are available safeguards including non-admission of evidences gathered through torture or overly oppressive methods\(^\text{106}\) and the right to be interrogated or confronted in the presence of their advocates.\(^\text{107}\) Regarding the methods prohibited interrogation even if there is no explicit provision in the Criminal Procedure Code decision as to the admissibility is taken on a case by case basis.\(^\text{108}\) For instance extensive lengthy interrogation, hypnotism and the administration of drugs, the use of lie detector are prohibited.\(^\text{109}\) If there is no harm occurring to the suspect however, the French Court of Cassation opposed nullifying such evidence.\(^\text{110}\)

### 2.3.7.1.2. German Legal System

The Basic Law of Germany does not explicitly incorporate the right to remain silent and also the right to protection against self-incrimination. It should be borne in mind that the German Constitution does not incorporate rules dealing with exclusion of illegally obtained confessions. There are however, limited statutory legislation requiring or imposing exclusion of evidence by way of remedies. Section 136(a) of Criminal Procedure Code provides for Prohibited Methods of Examination.\(^\text{111}\) Accordingly,

> “the accused's freedom to make up his mind and to manifest his will shall not be impaired by ill-treatment, induced fatigue, physical interference, administration of drugs, torment, deception or hypnosis.”\(^\text{112}\)

There is also a general protection provided which says any measure impacting one’s ability or memory is not permitted.\(^\text{113}\) This applies irrespective of the accused's consent and any evidence

---


\(^\text{107}\) See France Criminal Procedure Code, cited above at note 104, Art. 114

\(^\text{108}\) Id., Articles 171 and 802

\(^\text{109}\) See Kusonsinwut, Siriphon. cited above at note 103, p.201


\(^\text{112}\) Id., Art. 136

\(^\text{113}\) Ibid.
obtained in violation of the above protection afforded to the accused will be excluded from consideration of guilt.\textsuperscript{114}

German case law suggests that irregularities followed during investigation could be a reason for exclusion of illegally obtained confession. These are commonly referred to as non-standardized exclusionary rules.\textsuperscript{115} But such non-standardized exclusionary rule applies in grave situations. For instance if the accused is not warned of the right to respond to the accusation or the right to remain silent or if he is not told his right to counsel and made statement without knowing his right such statement made will be excluded.\textsuperscript{116} The jurisprudence of courts of Germany shows that if a suspect’s free will is affected in any way that will result in exclusion of illegally obtained evidence.\textsuperscript{117} Possible examples are lack of sleep, giving medicine for waking up suspects for interrogation, to tell suspects that bone-crushing evidence of guilt is at hand (when in fact they don’t have one), to threaten to arrest if not cooperating, and promise of exemption from punishment if a suspect incriminates an accomplice.\textsuperscript{118} As to the use of indirect evidence collected through illegal means there is no settled jurisprudence on the matter.\textsuperscript{119}

2.3.7.2. Admissibility of Confessions in Common Law Countries

2.3.7.2.1. England

The laws giving protection against illegally obtained evidence in criminal prosecution in England are found on statute law, case law and the European Convention on Human Rights. Accordingly any evidence obtained by torture is inadmissible in court of law.\textsuperscript{120} Not only confessions obtained through torture but also confessions obtained through any other improper methods of gathering evidence are excluded from the consideration of guilt of the accused.\textsuperscript{121} This includes

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{114} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{115} See Thaman, Stephen, cited above at note 110, p.118
\item \textsuperscript{116} BGHSt 39, 349, 352 (10.12.1993) as cited on ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Id., p.132
\item \textsuperscript{118} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{119} Id., 133
\item \textsuperscript{120} Paye, Jean-Claude, Global war on liberty (Telos Press Publishing, 2007), p.90
\item \textsuperscript{121} National Legislative Bodies / National Authorities, United Kingdom: The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (Application to immigration officers and designated customs officials in England and Wales) Order 2013, 25 June 2013, 2013 No. 1542, Article 78(1).
\end{itemize}
confessions obtained through use any kind action having negative implication on fair trial rights may be excluded. Article 78(1) of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) gives judges wide discretionary power to exclude evidence adduced by prosecutor if the circumstance of interrogation or the circumstance in which the confession is obtained indicates that admission of such evidence jeopardizes the fair trial. The Human Rights Act 1998, makes the jurisprudence of ECHR part of the law of the land of England, as if it is “directly enforceable in domestic courts.” Oppression and unreliability being the two major conditions for exclusion of confessions obtained, the meaning and instances of the two are worth discussing. Accordingly there is an operation if confession is administered through torture, inhuman or degrading treatment, and the use or threat of violence. Confession obtained after thirteen hours of interrogation shouting at the suspect that they wanted him to say something was regarded as operational. While operation is the use torture and the like acts, unreliability is a circumstance which renders the confession unreliable. Confessions are regarded as unreliable if a suspect was not given proper rest, if it was made as a result of an inducement, where a suspect was not cautioned at the start of an interview, and where the police failed to make a proper record of an interview in breach of the Codes of Practice. The physical condition and emotional state at the time of giving the confession, the suspect’s mental condition, fitness (absence of administration of drug), etc. are taken into consideration in determining the voluntariness of confession.

122 Ibid.
123 Ibid.
125 Id., Art.76(8) of PACE.
2.3.7.2.2. United States of America

The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides that no persons shall be compelled to be witnesses against themselves in criminal proceedings. Confessions are legal if they are voluntarily made, in accordance with Miranda requirement, corroborated by other evidence and in compliance with respect for right to counsel.\(^{133}\) The Miranda requirement came from this notorious case of *Miranda v. Arizona*, and in the courts holding it is provided that unless the suspect “voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently” waived his right, it is prohibited to use confessions obtained in the absence of procedural safeguards of protection against self-incrimination.\(^{134}\) The procedural safeguards includes the right to be warned of the right to remain silent, that any statement he does make may be used as evidence against him and right to attorney.\(^{135}\) If one claims his attorney no questioning is allowed until the attorney is present.\(^{136}\) Even he consented to answer, he may refuse to respond to questions of his choice.\(^{137}\)

Involuntary obtained evidence is excluded from the determination of guilt of the accused and the exclusion of involuntary confessions was required by the privilege against compelled self-incrimination contained in the Fifth Amendment.\(^{138}\) In *Brown v. Mississippi*, a United States Supreme Court ruled that a defendant's involuntary confession that is extracted by police violence cannot be entered as evidence and violates the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^{139}\) Confession is treated as voluntary if it was the outcome of free will the confessor.\(^{140}\) But if it shown that confession is extracted through the threat or application of force, through a false promise not to prosecute, or through a promise of lenient treatment it will be regarded as involuntary confession which is subject to exclusion.\(^{141}\) A confession obtained
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\(^{133}\) Bacigal, Ronald, and Mary Tate, *Criminal law and procedure: An overview* (Cengage Learning, 2014), p.229
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\(^{138}\) Hopt v. Utah, 110 U.S. 574 (1884) , Bram v. United States.

\(^{139}\) Brown v. Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278, (1936), please use more recent decisions since the dynamics of this particular area of law makes your cite irrelevant and less revealing.


as a result of fear, hope and threat is not admissible.\textsuperscript{142} Not only physical torture, but other overtly coercive tactics as well have been condemned. \textit{Chambers v. Florida} held that five days of prolonged questioning following arrests without warrants and incommunicado detention made the subsequent confessions involuntary.\textsuperscript{143}

In general confession is involuntary if it is not the product of a rational intellect and free will of the suspect.\textsuperscript{144} The determination as to whether a confession is involuntary is based on the “totality of the circumstances surrounding a confession”.\textsuperscript{145} In evaluating the totality of the circumstances, courts consider a number of factors including physical abuse and threats of abuse by the police or angry crowds, psychological abuse and manipulation, threats, rewards, or trickery inducing a suspect to confess; the length, time, and place of questioning and the number of police officers involved in interrogation, refusal to permit a suspect to consult with an attorney, friends, or family; the age, education, and mental and emotional development of the defendant and a failure by the police to follow proper legal procedures, including the Miranda warning.\textsuperscript{146}

\textbf{2.3.7.2.3. India}

The Indian Constitution provides for protection against self-incrimination.\textsuperscript{147} In the subordinate legislations distinction is made between admission and confession.\textsuperscript{148} An admission is a statement, oral or documentary, which suggests any inference as to any fact in issue or relevant


\textsuperscript{143} Chambers v. Florida, 309 U.S. 227 (1940).


\textsuperscript{147} The Constitution of India, 26 January 1950, Article 20(3).

\textsuperscript{148} Indian Evidence Act, Art.17-23 and 31 of Indian Evidence Act 1872 states about the admission and its relevancy and Art. 24 -30 of Indian Evidence Act 1872 describes the confession.
fact in issue\textsuperscript{149} while confession is a direct admission or acknowledgement of guilt.\textsuperscript{150} Even if admission to police is admitted as evidence in court of law, confessions to police officers are not admissible as evidence.\textsuperscript{151} This is because no person can ensure that confessions made to police are voluntary and the only evidence which is certain to be voluntary is those made to court. At the heart of this exclusion is unreliability. But other evidences found as a result of confession made to a police are not excluded.\textsuperscript{152} For instance if one confessed the murder of someone and the corpus is shown, the corpus found as a result of confession will be admitted. However, any magistrate can record the confessions made voluntarily by the accused person by explaining the right to remain silent to him.\textsuperscript{153}

It is interesting to see the Indian law requires the confession made to be collaborated by other evidences. The evidentiary sufficiency of confession is minimal.\textsuperscript{154} If it appeared to the court that confessions are the outcome of inducement, threat or promise it will be subject to exclusion.\textsuperscript{155} As the law requires the appearance of the fact per se, it seems there is a lesser degree of probability than proof. As an exception to this however, Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act of 1987 allows admissibility of confession made to police officers.\textsuperscript{156} The supreme court of India upheld it taking into account the type of crime which is terrorism.\textsuperscript{157} The act which replaced the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act of 1987 is Prevention of Terrorism Act of 2002. This Act also allowed the admission of confession of terrorism suspects. Under the latter act, confession by co-accused could no longer be used as evidence against the accused.\textsuperscript{158} It should however be borne in mind that the mere fact that confession terrorism suspect are admitted does not mean it is without safeguards. Section 32 of the Prevention of Terrorism Act of 2002 requires confession to be made to a police officer not lower in rank than a Superintendent of Police, they shall warn the suspect of his right to remain silent, if he chooses

\textsuperscript{149} Azimaddy and others v. Emp. 44 C.I.J. 253.
\textsuperscript{150} PakalaNarayanaswami A.I.R. 1939 P.C. 47.
\textsuperscript{151} Indian Evidence Act, cited above at note 148, Art.17 and Art. 25
\textsuperscript{152} Id., Art. 27
\textsuperscript{153} Indian Criminal Procedure Code, Act No. XXV of 1861, Art. 164
\textsuperscript{154} Emperor v. Biseswar 26 CWN 1010.
\textsuperscript{155} See Indian Evidence Act, cited above at note 148, Art. 24
\textsuperscript{156} India: Act No. 28 of 1987, Terrorist And Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act, 1987, 3 September 1987, Art. 15
\textsuperscript{157} Kartar Singh v. State of Punjab.
\textsuperscript{158} National Legislative Bodies / National Authorities, India: The Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance, 2002, 21 September 2004.,Art. 32.
to remain silent not to compel or induce him to make any confession, confession shall be recorded in an atmosphere free from threat or inducement and shall be in the same language in which the person makes it and finally be taken to magistrate within 48 hours. Even in this stage if there is any complaint of torture, such person shall be directed to be produced for medical examination before a Medical Officer. This is an interesting safeguard available to even terrorism suspects. In general Indian law on confession is detailed and affords protection to criminal suspects.

2.3.7.2.4. Malaysia

The Evidence Act and the Criminal Procedure Code incorporate rules relating to admissibility of confession. The Criminal Procedure Code states that a confession to police with the rank of Inspector is admissible as evidence. A confession obtained by inducement, threat or promise from a person in authority is inadmissible. But confession to police officer below the rank of Inspector in hierarchy and Confession by accused while in custody of police are not to be used as evidence in court of law. But facts which are found as a result of statement taken in police station may be admissible i.e. confessions are not adduced as evidence but based on confession made if police found other evidence that will be admissible. Statement taken from accused person should be in a language he understands.

The Malaysian has gone too far in even excluding the confession obtained by way of cross examination. Confessions are inadmissible as involuntary if the court is of opinion that without inducement or promise made he would not have confessed. It suffices if the suspect felt he would get any temporal or permanent gain by confessing. The burden of proving, beyond

\[159\] Ibid.
\[160\] Id., Art. 32(5).
\[161\] Malaysian Criminal Procedure Code, Act No. 593 of 2012, 1 November 2012, Art. 113(1).
\[162\] Id., Art. 113(1)(a)(1)), Security Offences (Special Measures) Act 2012 (Act 747), Art. 27.
\[163\] Malaysia Evidence act, Art. 25 and 26.
\[164\] Id., Art. 27.
\[166\] Chang SengHeng and Ors. v. Public Prosecutor [1949] MLJ 175.
reasonable doubt, that a confession is voluntary lies throughout upon the prosecution. The admissibility of confession is dealt with at a trial within a trial. This should be considered as a separate proceeding from the trial proper. If the accused does not object to the admissibility of a statement there is no need to hold a trial within a trial. Lesser proof is needed for a defense to show the appearance of involuntariness to the court. As such the Malaysian criminal justice administration afforded an interesting protection to criminal suspects from illegal confession.

2.4. Ethiopian Human Right Standards: De jure

2.4.1. Constitutional Human Right Protection Afforded against Involuntary Confession

The FDRE Constitution affords protection to the right of persons arrested and the rights of accused persons. Among the protection afforded are the rights which are related to the protection of suspects against illegal confessions. First of all upon their arrest they have the right to be informed about the reason of their arrest and also any charge against them. Most importantly “Persons arrested have the right to remain silent. Upon arrest, they have the right to be informed promptly, in a language they understand, that any statement they make may be used as evidence against them in court.” From the nature and jurisprudence of this right we can therefore say that the accused persons in Ethiopia can refuse to answer to allegations brought against them. As to possibility of adverse inference from the silence of the accused, it is possible
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169 Lim Seng Chuan v. Public Prosecutor [1977]1 MLJ 171 CCA.
171 Even if the right of arrested person and accused person are provided in an independent provision in the constitution there is however relevant rights which are enumerated under accused person’s right but should be availed to arrested persons too. For instance right to a lawyer is a right of an arrested person in accordance with ICCPR. If the constitutions are to be read in accordance with the international human right instruments there should not be a prohibition of availing rights enumerated for accused to be availed to arrested individuals. An example of such right is right to a lawyer, right to be presumed innocent, right to an interpreter. The other rights enumerated under this provision however may not feet right of arrested person if no charge is brought against them. Example could be the right to public trial, right to be informed of the charge brought against him, full access to evidence and the right to confrontation. See Cited above at notes, 1 Art. 19 and 20 of FDRE Constitution
172 See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art 19(1)
173 Id., Art. 19(2)
to say that if we can make adverse inference from the silence of the accused that would make the right itself meaningless.

This right is further protected by express inclusion of the right against self-incrimination under Article 19(5) of the FDRE Constitution.\(^\text{174}\) This provision provides that “Persons arrested shall not be compelled to make confessions or admissions which could be used in evidence against them.”\(^\text{175}\) It is even interesting to see in the Constitution that if evidence is obtained by methods of ‘coercion’, that evidence would be subject to exclusion in any case irrespective of the truth, the probative value attached to the evidence obtained or otherwise of the evidence.\(^\text{176}\)

It is of importance however to indicate the fact that even if the Constitution provided for the right to remain silent, protection against self-incrimination, the right to be informed of the charges against the suspect and the right to remain silent, it only dared to exclude evidence obtained under coercion explicitly.\(^\text{177}\) This however does not mean the confessions obtained without following the constitutionally provided mechanisms are given legal effect. This is because the Constitution obliges “executive and judicial organs at all levels” to respect and enforce the rights enshrined under the Constitution. One of such right is enforcing the rights of suspects of the right to be informed of the right to remain silent.\(^\text{178}\) An interrogation done by police officers contravening the Constitution is of no effect. If we ruled the interrogation failing to follow the legal mechanisms provided on the Constitution, we cannot give effect to the outcome of the illegally obtained confession as it is null and void from the beginning. Failing to notify that anything suspects say will be used against them in court will make the interrogation unconstitutional. An act which is unconstitutional is said to be non-existent from the beginning. We cannot give legal protection for illegal (non-existent) confession. Because the Constitution ruled it shall be of no effect i.e. void from the beginning.

\(^{174}\) Id., Art 19(5).
\(^{175}\) Ibid.
\(^{176}\) Ibid.
\(^{177}\) Ibid.
\(^{178}\) Id., Art. 19(2).
In addition to the above protection there are also other protections afforded in our Constitution which includes presumption of innocence\textsuperscript{179}, right to be represented by legal counsel of their choice and to be provided with legal representation at state expense if they do not have sufficient means to pay for it and miscarriage of justice would result,\textsuperscript{180} protection against cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,\textsuperscript{181} request for the assistance of an interpreter\textsuperscript{182} and the right to security of a person or protection against bodily harm.\textsuperscript{183} Still there are however questions regarding the right to counsel of the accused at the investigation level.\textsuperscript{184} This is because the Constitution provides for the right to counsel for an accused person and suspects without charge are not yet accused and as such there is a difficulty in showing the right of arrested person to counsel.\textsuperscript{185} Even if suspects are given access to counsel at investigation level, that would create a problem still for those who do not afford counselor at their own expense. Though the Constitution gives the right to request for counselor at the expense of the State, that actually happens in trial court by the order of the presiding judges. Therefore in this regard there is a need to appoint counselors to suspects of at least grave criminal cases at the time they are brought to court within 48 hours. In relation to this ICCPR provides that the right to be informed of the right to lawyer. As such courts are duty bound to notify the right to lawyer as this law forms part of Ethiopian legal system based on the Constitution.

2.4.2. Statutory Human Right protection Afforded against Involuntary Confession

The Constitution provide general right of an arrested and accused person. As such it is for the other legislations to provide the details of the rights in particular way. There are two mechanisms of recording confession according to the Criminal Procedure Code. The first one is a confession obtained at police station by the investigating police officers according to Article 27 of the code.\textsuperscript{186} The second type is when the confession is taken before the courts as provided on Article

\begin{footnotes}
\item[179] Id., Art. 20(3)
\item[180] Id., Art. 20(5)
\item[181] Id., Art. 18
\item[182] Id., Art. 20(7)
\item[183] Id., Art. 16
\item[184] Id., Art. 20(5)
\item[185] Ibid.
\item[186] See Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 27(2)
\end{footnotes}
35 of the Criminal Procedure Code.\textsuperscript{187} There are safeguards available to accused person in the process of taking confessions both in police interrogation of the accused and also in court recording confession as provided below.

### 2.4.2.1. Right not to be Compelled to Confess

Article 27 of the Criminal Procedure Code provides that once the accused’s identity is identified, he will be asked to answer regarding the allegation made against him.\textsuperscript{188} But in this process such person may not be compelled to answer to the allegation made against him and even needs to be told that he has the right to remain silent and in case if he opt to make statement that will be used as evidence in court of law.\textsuperscript{189} A protection is afforded to the accused under Article 27 not to be compelled to answer for the charges and the right to be informed of right to silence.\textsuperscript{190} But the consequence of not following the right of accused is not provided in the Criminal Procedure Code. But it is indicated in this provision that statement that the accused voluntary make are only to be used in evidence against him.

Where the suspect gave his confession to the police, such person is taken to the nearest court around the station so that his confession is recorded in the court.\textsuperscript{191} In such case the court is given a power to record the confession to be made to it.\textsuperscript{192} Such statement or confession can only be taken by court once they make sure that it is being given voluntarily by the accused.\textsuperscript{193} An ascertainment is made by asking the accused of this fact. Such statement are recorded in writing and signed and dated by the accused and also the president of the court.\textsuperscript{194} It is a valid way of dealing with the matter that though those who are to bring the accused for confession are the police officers they will not be taking the recorded confession but it will either be sent to the court trying the matter or alternatively to prosecution office.\textsuperscript{195} Such act protects the accused
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against the danger he may entail when he gets back to police station as a result of not confessing in court to certain extent.

We can observe that confessions in the Criminal Procedure Code are taken in writing but Anti-Terrorism proclamation no. 652/2009 under Article 23(5) provides that “confession of a suspect of terrorism in writing, voice recording, video cassette or recorded in any mechanical or electronic device” are admissible. The proclamation however does not provide as to the protection afforded to the accused from illegally obtained confession. In the absence of rules as to exclusion of the accused confession it is possible to contend based on Article 36 of the proclamation that the provisions of the Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code are applicable. Accordingly only voluntarily obtained confessions are admissible. But according to the Anti-Terrorism proclamation no. 652/2009, “intelligence report prepared in relation to terrorism [are admissible], even if the report does not disclose the source or the method it was gathered.” If the intelligence report is prepared by methods that are prohibited under the Constitution and if the method as to how it is gathered is not going to be explained to the court that will jeopardize the right of the suspect. It will create a problem in determining the voluntariness of the confession from which the intelligence report is prepared.

2.4.2.2. Methods and Levels of Ascertaining Voluntariness of Confession

As to the proper procedure to be followed in deciding the issue of voluntariness the Ethiopian laws on the matter is not clear. None of the Ethiopian laws shows sufficient methods of ascertaining the voluntariness of the confession. Under Article 27 the duty is imposed on a police not to follow illegal methods of obtaining confession but it is not clear how laws can ascertain voluntariness if it is to be an issue later on a trial. What the laws says under Article 35 is to ask the accused himself as to whether he is giving his confession voluntarily for judicial confession. That being one mechanism it should not however be the only mechanism. The judges should have been given the power of not taking the confession of the accused from the mere fact that of the totality of the circumstance surrounding the interrogation. This includes for instance the length of the incommunicado detention, the length of the accused’s arrest before he is brought to
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196 See Anti-Terrorism proclamation, cited above at note 24, Art. 23(5)
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court for confession, the physical condition of the accused etc. Here what this meant is the judge should not be sticking to the statement of the accused as to voluntariness of his confession rather the judge should first study the total condition of the accused before taking his statement.

As to making objection to the admissibility of evidences the criminal procedure under Article 146 provides that “Where the prosecutor or the accused objects to the admission of any evidence or the putting of a question to a witness, the court shall decide forthwith on the admissibility of such evidence.”

Therefore if the admissibility of the confession became an issue the court needs to decide the admissibility of confession forthwith before taking the evidence.

2.4.2.3. Exclusion of Illegally Obtained Confession

As to the exclusion of illegally obtained confession, the Criminal Procedure Codes and other subordinate legislation to the Constitution did not provide express provision. But the FDRE Constitution comes to operation here and as such evidences which are ruled illegal under article 27 and 35 are to be excluded according to the Constitution Article 19(5). But even before the coming into effect of the Constitution itself, Stanley Z. Fishery for instance argues that as far as the methods of obtaining the confession is illegal it is the duty of courts to exclude it. This is about not giving legal effect for illegal acts.

2.4.2.4. Burden of Proof

Still the burden as to showing the legality of confession is not expressly provided as in Criminal Procedure Code or any other proclamation of its kind. According to Simeneh Kiros there are three arguments to be made in as to the fact that prosecution bears burden of proof. First, once the prosecution introduces the confession as evidence to the case he/she needs to show that it is legally obtained as an allegation is made by him/her. Second, as the interrogation is conducted in secret it is ‘unjust’ to burden the accused with the duty of showing the voluntariness. Third, specifically in relation to confession taken under Article 27 of the code, it is the duty of
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prosecution to show voluntariness as it is extra judicial admission which is “yet to be established before the court.” In addition to the above reasons provided by Simeneh Kiros, it is of importance to take due consideration of the messages of presumption of innocence under the Constitution and also the international human right standards adopted by Ethiopia. Human rights relating to confession in criminal investigation are “interpreted in a manner conforming to the principles.” Accordingly, it is herein above provided that the burden of showing the legality of confession is borne by prosecution him/her self-according to the international human right standards. More importantly one is to defend only if “a case against the accused has been made out.” A case against the accused is made out only if the prosecutor brings legal evidences and able to prove his case. The accused should not be ordered to defend if the evidence brought against him not shown to be legally obtained.

2.4.2.5. The Use of Co-Defendants Confession

As to the case of use of confession of co-defendants to the other defendant the law keeps silent. But from the rules of the accused persons right incorporated in the Constitution such evidences should not be admitted. This is because the accused person according to the Constitution has the right of confrontation of the evidence presented against him. He cannot cross examine his co-offender for that matter nor have any other means of confronting the evidence presented against him. As this act of admitting co-defendants confession jeopardizes the Constitutional right to confrontation of evidences, it should be of no effect. Even in addition to excluding from admission against the other defendant who did not make confession, extra effort must be made not adversely infer guilt from the other confession. For instance illuminations of defendants name from the confession made or an independent trial are one way of doing it.

203 See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 13(2)
204 See Section 2.3.4. of this thesis.
205 See Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 142
206 In Bruton v. U.S., 391 U.S. 123, 88 S.Ct. 1620, 20 L.Ed.2d 476 (1968), the Supreme Court held that the defendant is deprived of his rights under the Confrontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment when his co-defendant's incriminating statement is introduced at their joint trial.
2.4.2.6. **Jurisdiction to Rule on Admissibility of Confession**

As to which court decides on the non-admissibility of confession obtained illegally the criminal procedure or the anti-terrorism proclamation has not provided any independent court. As such, the court which tries the case decides on the admissibility of confession evidence. This is further supported by Article 146 which provides for mechanisms of deciding on question of admissibility.\(^{208}\) Therefore the objection for the use of illegal confession is presented to the court trying the case as any usual objection. But according to Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of evidence Proclamation no. 434/2005 Article 36(2)(1) provides by way of an exception the question as to admissibility of evidence may be decided by preparatory hearing which is conducted optionally.\(^{209}\) Unanswered question is with regard to the question of whether the judge should read the confession before deciding the admissibility of confession. In relation to this there should have been an assurance of certain kind to make sure that the judge is not biased towards what he/she reads from the confessions made. But there is no inbuilt mechanism to that effect in our law.

Having scrutinized the legal protection afforded in matters relating to confession, it is of necessity therefore to determine the practical applicability of the available laws themselves in prosecution and trial of an accused person and of the practically adopted methods of dealing with the matter at hand. With this in mind a case based analysis of protection afforded against illegally obtained evidence are conducted below in the next chapter.

---
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Chapter Three: Illegal Confession in Ethiopia: A Practical Exploration

“I would have said anything to get out of that room”

Corey Beale

3.1. Introduction

In a country were an interrogation is the primary methods of investigation and suspects claim their rights have been violated, it is of paramount importance to investigate the practical protection afforded against the illegally obtained confession. It is of necessity to discuss not only the laws and theoretical foundation of confession laws, but also the practical state of affairs surrounding criminal confession in order to examine whether the practice conforms to the law. Further, this chapter explores whether the practical cases relating to confession are all covered by the law regulating the matter. The methods adopted by criminal justice administrators to deal with the issues at hand are also scrutinized. In this part of the thesis, therefore, the practical exploration of issues relating to confession is dealt with.

3.2. The Notification of the Right to Remain Silent and its Effect

The FDRE Constitution, International Human Right documents and the Criminal Procedure Code created a series of procedures that must mandatorily be followed in conducting a suspect’s interrogation.\(^{211}\) One of the procedural requirements provided in the Constitution relates to warning suspects of their right to remain silent.\(^{212}\) At the time of making an interrogation, warning suspects of their right to remain silent is not yet practiced in Ethiopian police stations. This is what is acknowledged according to the reports of Ethiopian Human Right Commission study.\(^{213}\) From researcher’s observation, in police stations suspects are not warned of their right. The practice shows that suspects are taken to the investigation room and once their identity is


\(^{211}\) See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 19; Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 27 and 35

\(^{212}\) See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 19(2)

identified they will be asked either how they do it or why they do it. This is taken as a method of investigation. Rather than other mechanisms of investigation the criminal justice administration relies in practice on interrogation of suspects or witnesses. The question of ascertaining whether the suspects committed the crime or not comes to be an issue only when the suspect responds to the question of the investigator as how he commit it or why he commit it. It is of relevance to Ethiopia specifically that most of the society members cannot be said to have known this right. In the absence of knowledge, those who are assigned to investigate need to operate in standard put in place in the Constitution. The police officers should not be exploiting the lack of knowledge on the part of the suspect as to their possible rights. It is also an indication of rule of law that the investigators should act according to the law. Upholding the Constitution is expected of the police officers as they are the guardian of it.\textsuperscript{214}

Failure to follow the Constitution shall make the interrogation and evidence obtained accordingly ‘of no effect’.\textsuperscript{215} No legality emanates from illegality. No constitutionality emanates from unconstitutionality. Therefore, the Constitution is clear on that the effect of not following mandatory interrogation procedures will make it unconstitutional. It should be borne in mind that failure to notify the right to remain silent does not in and of itself constitute coercion. It is an independent constitutional protection that citizens need to understand their right and make an informed decision. It is up to an individual to waive his right against self incrimination. The purpose of this rule is deterring the law enforcement officer’s violation of the law and put the suspect in a position he could have been if not for the violation. FDRE Constitution provides that unconstitutional practice or decisions are of no effect. If they are of no effect, it means they are void from the very beginning. As such no legal recognition is afforded for something non-existent from the beginning.

The practice of courts in relation to effect of failure to notify right to remain silent shows that, they are not giving emphasis needed. For instance in \textit{Public Prosecutor v. Sisay Dagne} the appellant contended to the court that he is not warned of his right to remain silent and that


\textsuperscript{215} See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 9
evidence should not form part of admissible evidence as it violates the Constitution. The court did not settle this issue rather relied on evidentiary sufficiency of confession evidence per se in deciding the case.

In all cases were the police use force or intimidation to secure confessions notifying right to remain silent is not expected. The occurrence of coercion means that the right to remain silent is also violated. For instance in case Getnet Teferi the accused police used improper methods of investigations by slapping the suspect on his face and wound his back with a police baton. In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Tamirat Kassa the judge insisted into asking the witnesses who were the police officers themselves if they saw the investigator telling the suspect of his right. Except for reprimanding violation of such right and making a remark that they be working according to the law, none of those questions were to the benefit of the accused as the judge finally told the accused to defend himself. In such case the integrity of the court will be questioned. Courts should be in a position to maintain the integrity of the criminal justice process. The reprimand that followed the police officers without exclusion of such evidence is a threat to integrity of courts as they are not in a position to retrospectively and prospectively protect civil rights of suspects.

From the comparative study made above, it is clear that failure to notify the right to remain silent will result in exclusion of the evidence in Germany and USA. The Ethiopian law obliges interrogators to warn suspects that anything he says will be used against him in court of law. Though this right is recognized it is not yet put into practice. It is not about the truth, value or otherwise of confession obtained. Rather it is about rule of law. The best available enforcement mechanism is to exclude such evidences. It should be excluded because the Constitution provides
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that any law, practice or a decision which contravene the Constitution shall be of no effect.\textsuperscript{222} The protection is broad enough that confession obtained without following mandatory Constitutional provisions are not going to be given legal effect as it is unconstitutional.

One may say an action can be taken against the police for violating the constitutional methods of investigation and there is no reason to exclude the confession for mere reason that the suspect was not warned. However, this rule is aimed at giving legal protection against unfair trial i.e. taking advantage of suspect’s absence of knowledge about his right. It is true that society should not be punished for wrong doing of the police.\textsuperscript{223} But the suspect is also part of the society. Excluding confession without due process rights are one mechanism of banning the police officers from resorting to the use of improper methods of interrogations. The accused should not be forced to assist prosecution for the mere reason that his rights are concealed. According to the disciplinary principle, those who enforce law should themselves be subjected to law and should respect the law.\textsuperscript{224}

For the purpose of discouraging police officers from resorting to unconstitutional methods of interrogation exclusion of evidence obtained without telling the right to remain silent is the solution. This is a means of deterring the police from future improprieties of the same kind. Not only is this, but also according to the protective principle exclusion of improperly obtained evidence is for the purpose of protecting the civil rights.\textsuperscript{225} Courts should be in a position to protect these civil rights. Taking action against the police officer per se will not place the suspect to the position he could have been if not for the violation of his right to remain silent.\textsuperscript{226} Integrity principle of exclusionary rule says this is also about protecting the “integrity of the criminal justice process.”\textsuperscript{227} Therefore, evidences obtained without notifying the suspect of his right to remain silent should be excluded.
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3.3. **Language Inability and Confession**

Ethiopia is a country with more than 80 languages. Though the federal working language is Amharic and every state is free to choose its working language, every person is not expected to know these working languages. For instance, suspect caught in Addis Ababa brought to Federal Police or Addis Ababa Police Station or Federal Courts may not understand or may have certain problems of either hearing, speaking or reading Amharic. Therefore, what the courts will be doing in combination with how they handle the matter currently in such instances need to be clarified.

In such case the law dictates that arrested person “have the right to be informed promptly, in a language they understand, that any statement they make may be used as evidence against them in court.” Accordingly, the language used to notify right to remain silent should be in a language the suspect understands. But as to the language to be used to record confession the FDRE Constitution is silent. However, the Criminal Procedure Code governs this matter. It provides that if the suspect is unable to understand the language in which confessions are recorded he will be provided with competent interpreter. The competent interpreter envisaged under this provision will be certifying the accuracy of questions and answers. According to Susan Berk-Seligson, language proficiency is one of the factors that promote the likelihood of false confessions. But this discourse is overlooked for long now.

In most cases both for interpretation of statement made to police and to that of courts interpreters are not competent as envisaged under the Constitution. This is because unlike in other countries the interpreters are not trained translators. In United States court interpreters have a training equivalent to two years of university education while in Europe it is equivalent to four years of university education. But here in Ethiopia no certified interpreter is used. Even interpreting is not
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their career. Susan Berk-Seligson claims that an involvement of unskilled in “interpreting services means building a weak link into the legal process.”

From observation made in police station and courts, they are selected for that specific work on the spot without having prior training for interpretation. First of all the records of confession are made in writing in narration forms. No indication of what is asked and what is answered is available in the police file. Even the communication between the one interpreting and the suspect in the language they understand does not form part of the record. Though the Criminal Procedure Code provides that the interpreter certifies correctness of all questions and answers, no trend of recording questions and answers are available. The confession is provided on the record by way of story narration. In such instance it is difficult to prove the interpretation is the accurate one. Even if the accused person claim that he did not confess like it is presented on the paper to the court, it is impossible to prove such allegation, especially if the interpreter is the police officers. The problem is worsened as there is no technological instrument like videotaping or audio taping being utilized currently. Because, had they had these instruments the issues of the language used, accuracy and existence of coercion or any abuse of confession resulting from bilingual confession can easily be recognized from the whole process that can be grasp from the instruments. In the absence of these instruments, the opportunity for the court to scrutiny the whole communication between the accused and police officers will be deficient. Accuracy and voluntariness could have been scrutinized through court appointed interpreters.

The need for video or tape recording police interrogations should be considered. In United States eight States passed regulations requiring recording and other States also in default uses such system mostly. In the United Kingdom suspects of serious felonies are recorded according to the Police and Criminal Evidence (PACE) Act of 1984. In Ethiopia however, the use of technological instrument is not legally required. The only law making reference to the use of audio or video recording is the anti terrorism law. Even this law talks about admissibility of “confession of a suspect of terrorism in writing, voice recording, video cassette or recorded in
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any mechanical or electronic device.” 237 This provision does not provide mandatory use of these instruments for their admissibility. In terms of affording protection for constitutional right of accused person not to be compelled and to have an interpreter the use of such technology is of much help.

What is striking in this process is habitually police officers are used as interpreters during interrogations carried out in the police station and even in courts. Police involvement as interpreters during interrogation raises a question. More important in relation to affording protection to the accused is the question of impartiality probably emanating from conflict of interest. This is the case because most of the time those who are involved as an interpreter are police officers themselves. What exacerbates the problem in this regard is Ethiopian law do not require interpreter to be impartial when they are engaged as an interpreter. Had there been a provision in the law which requires them to withdraw/disqualify themselves from the assignment of interpretation whenever there is a conflict of interest including remedial provision for those who knowingly involve irrespective of existence of conflict, it could have afforded more protection to the accused.

In England though a police officer is not necessarily prohibited from interpreting, according to the Metropolitan Police Handbook, those who are personally involved in the case or having any contact with the suspect are excluded from acting as interpreter. 238 In United States there is no guideline regulating “bias on the part of police officers, or associates of police officers, when acting as interpreter police” and currently defense lawyers are appealing for exclusion of such evidence. 239 Reliability of confession could have been so strong if steps are taken to make sure to use qualified interpreter, avoid partiality and use audio or video tape recordings. The practice of making those interpreters testify in court room to show to the court the role they have played as interpreters is also a trend which is not available in courts in Ethiopia. Accuracy of an interpretation conducted in the court room is presumed at least for the reason that the interpreter gives his interpretation after being under oath. But such default procedure is available only in trial court. No interpreter is sworn and affirmed in involving as an interpreter in police station.

237 See Anti Terrorism Proclamation, cited above at note 23, Art. 23(5)
238 As cited in Berk-Seligson, Susan, cited above at note 232, p.29 and 46
239 Id., 21
Tasting the written confession by police and signed by suspect who does not even know what the paper says is a bit delicate. As such safeguards should have been available.

In one pending case the accused told the court that he doesn’t understand the language in which confession is taken and no interpreter is availed for him. The court provided him with interpreter for trial proceeding but keeps silent as to confession taken. The court could have easily made sure from police file if interpreter was available on the case. In another case the accused claimed that he speaks only Oromo language and as such the investigator communicated with him in the same language but recorded it in Amharic. It is difficult to trust accuracy of such confession later on a trial stage. Because as the suspect confessing will be signing in any case the investigator can record it as he wants it. A police officer may engage in interpreting the confession of the suspect. In another case of the same type, the suspect claimed that they did not know what the police acting as an interpreter said to the police recording the confession. Assuming the allegation is true, these cases prove that the necessity of providing guiding principles in relation to the safeguards that should be available for accused who is unable to understand the language in which confessions or any statement he/she makes is to be recorded.

Even for the confession recorded in any court the law keeps silent as to appointing interpreter, and the requirement of impartiality and avoiding conflict of interest in such case. Constitution however gives the right to request assistance of an interpreter at state expense. In practice the courts appoint interpreters to suspects who requested or are visible to the court that he does not understand the language. But the problem lies on appointing qualified interpreter and avoiding conflict of interest. Like in the case of police, most of the time interpreters are chosen on the spot. Any one even the police available around the court could be called on to interpret. A
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mechanism of avoiding conflict of interest should be established in the court room recording confession whenever the suspects give their confession.

3.4. **Recording Confessions: Reading, Signing and Dating**

Any statement implicating self in a crime may be used as evidence in court of law. Such statement can be taken in police station or in any court before a charge is framed by the prosecutor. Confession will be read over to the accused who signs and dates it. In relation to this requirement it is provided that court recording confession should comply with it. But it is no where provided for a confession recorded by police officers in the Criminal Procedure Code requiring reading over the confession recorded before the suspect puts his signature and dates it. There is no law requiring the *confession to be read* to the accused. No *signature or dating* it is required. But the practice in a police stations resembles to that of requirement provided for a confession taken at courts.

3.4.1 **Reading the Confession Over to the Suspect**

In relation to reading the confession over to the accused, from the observation made in police station, there is a limitation in this regard. Some police officers read the confession to the accused. For others, they read out loud while writing, so that the confessor sees and hears what the police officer is recording at the same time. Other police officers still just write the confession in form of narration while the suspect talks. In some cases the police officers first asks the suspect as to the commission of crime and after taking notes in an independent paper writes back in an organized manner the way police officer wants. Then after writing in such manner he/she may or may not read over to the accused. Some of the suspects ask to read the confession themselves. In other cases the police officers may just tell the major elements of the confession to the accused before signing orally without a need to read.

In general, no uniform ways of recording is currently available. For the sake of transparency and safeguarding the rights of suspect the confessor should read the confession after it is recorded. For those who are not willing to read or unable to read the officers should feel obliged honestly.
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and responsibly to give them or read over to the suspect. In relation to this it is better to use audio visual instruments to record confessions. This minimizes the abuse that could be exerted on the suspect or otherwise may minimize the abuse by the suspect themselves making false allegation against the police for the sake of getting their freedom at the cost of truth. In any case, written confession should be read by or to him before it must be signed and dated by the suspect.

### 3.4.2. Signing the Recorded Confessions

Even if the law does not require it the practice requires signature of the accused. This indicates the owner of confession though it is not a proof of how it is gathered. Had there not been a requirement of signature, it could have been open for a more prevalent abuse. It also protects the accused, the police and prosecutor themselves who could have had hard time explaining to courts who confessed the confession evidence they presented to the court. If they deny their signature an order will be made to forensic investigation to verify it. In one case *Public Prosecutor v. Yordanos Befikadu* the confession presented to the court was not signed. The court entertaining the case ruled that the evidence of confession without signature is untrustworthy and as such excluded the confession and convicted the suspect with other sufficient evidences. The stand of the court is sound that in the absence of signature the confession cannot be said to have been given by the suspect.

If the suspect refuses to sign that indicates the suspect has a problem with recognizing as the owner. This will not however exclude it from the determination of guilt. Because if the prosecutor proves that the confession is made after the suspect is notified of her right to remain silent and anything she say will be used against her in a court of law irrespective of the existence of signature. The courts stand holds strong in that such confession is not trustworthy as the ownership cannot be established. Had her confession been on audio or video recording no signature could have been required. In this specific case as the confession adduced is in writing, it is unworthy as to whether she made it or not remains unsolved. In any case written confession should be signed by the suspect.
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3.4.3. Dating Recorded Confessions

The confession both in the police station and courts should be dated. The date manifests the date in which the confession is made. Providing the specific time in which the confession is made is beneficial to both the prosecutor and the accused as it enables to cross examine witnesses coming to elaborate how confession is made to the court including the time it was made. Probably, at that time those who claim to have seen confession being taken may not even be there. This enables the defense to present to the court defense of alibi. It also avoids the usual mechanism exploited by the police officers taking confession from the suspect and later on in some other time or day asking the suspect to elaborate it to witnesses. If the time of confession of suspect and the time the witnesses heard the confession are different the confession evidence is not trustworthy. An accused named Tolosa Bedada is acquitted as a result of disconformities between the day the suspect gave his confession and the day the witnesses claimed to have heard his confession.249

For the confession taken in the court, dating is required to be done by the suspect himself. But for the confession taken by the police the dating is not specifically required to be done by the suspect. The police is the one who dates the confession. A due care should be taken either to give an opportunity of dating to the suspect or read specifically the dates in combination with other facts written on the record. Complying with these avoids postdating or predating which becomes subject of debate in the courts.250 Disconformities between the date the suspect is said to have given his confession and the day witnesses said to have heard his confession in police station makes the confession untrustworthy. Therefore the police officers may illegally record confession in the absence of witness and ask the suspect to repeat what he confessed to the police. To make the confession look like as if it is recorded in the time the witnesses heard it may in advance be post dated or may be left open and later filled. This creates the difficulty for the suspect to prove illegality since the confession is said to have been recorded in the presence of witness who are going to testify legality since they didn’t knew what the suspect faced before they come to observe confession.

For instance whenever some person makes an accusation or a criminal complaint the police

249 Public Prosecutor v. Teshale Bekishe et al, (Criminal File No. 105027, Federal High Court Lideta Criminal Bench, 2005) (Unpublished)
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officers are mandated under Article 14(1) of Criminal Procedure Code to reduce that criminal accusation or complaint in writing and when completed it is required to be signed and dated by the person making the accusation or complaint.\textsuperscript{251} Because following such accusation a criminal liability may emanate on the person making false allegation, if any. For the same reason, the person suspected of crime should be able to read, sign and date his confession himself as a criminal liability which is an immediate one is about to follow for the same reason.

3.5. \textbf{Coerced Confession Vis-à-vis Exclusion}

The due process rights enshrined under the FDRE Constitution takes in to consideration voluntariness of confession for the admissibility.\textsuperscript{252} It bars the use of coerced confession against criminal suspects. Compelling and coercing are the two words that are used in the Constitution to afford protection from illegal confession.\textsuperscript{253} The question remains, however, as to the specific criterion developed by courts to determine whether confession is the product of free will. Our law does not describe what this words stands for or how courts should understand and implement it. Therefore, it is necessary to scrutinize the matter at hand and see how courts today are dealing with it. In general confession is said to be voluntary if it is a product of free will. That is determined by looking at the totality of circumstance surrounding the interrogation. In most of other countries today an interrogation conducted at police station are tape-recorded or videotaped and as such the circumstance surrounding the interrogation are undeniable.\textsuperscript{254} Though tape-recorded or videotaped confessions themselves are not exclusive in determining voluntariness, they are of much help. The factors which describe voluntariness of confession are discussed below.

\textsuperscript{251} See \textit{Cri.Pro.C.}, cited above at note 2, Art. 14(1)
\textsuperscript{252} See \textit{FDRE Constitution}, cited above at note 1, Art. 19(5)
\textsuperscript{253} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{254} See Berk-Seligson,Susan, cited above at note 232, p.22
3.5.1. Police Use of Force and Exclusion

As it is indicated in the historic part of this thesis police uses force in order to extract confessions from the accused. With the development of protection against self incrimination in 16th century however the "nemo tenetur prodere se ipsum" which refers to “no one should be required to betray himself” comes to be the prevailing understanding in criminal justice administration.

Though in today’s world different human right instruments provide for protection against use of force still however, police investigators are using force to extract confessions. The Commissioner of the Ethiopian Human Right Commission (EHRC), responded to the parliament that “[t]hough there could be things that happen sometimes at emotional moments in the course of investigation, there is no torture by the police.”

From this statement, it can be said that there might not be a widespread, systemic or organized use of torture by the police. But he implied in his response that because of police misconduct not emanating from the will of government ‘there could be things that happen at emotional moments in the course of investigation.’ Therefore, it is expected that slap or some kind of blow may occur in certain cases under the alleged reason of emotionality. That is also the use of force being an issue in this thesis though there is no reason for police officer to be emotional unless he/she didn’t like the accused pleading not guilty. Further, the police station study conducted by Ethiopian Human Right Commission shows that in most instances the accused persons are not coerced into making confession. But in limited instances, based on the claim of suspects, there are investigative police officers exerting coercion on the suspect so that they will be making confession without their free will. In most cases the coercion is exerted in the form of threatening and intimidation. In other instances use of force is also exploited. Such acts are conducted in 29 % of the police station studied. An indication of use of force seems to have
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been acknowledged in National Human Right Action Plan which urges adopting legal provisions for the sake of banning the current use of force by the police.”\textsuperscript{263} The Committee against Torture expressed its concern in relation to the existing torture allegation conducted for the purpose of obtaining confession in Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{264} US Department of State reported on Ethiopia that existence of torture is widely alleged and reported in Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{265}

From the above observations and reports by the Ethiopian government bodies, foreign government and NGO’s the existence of ongoing use of force on criminal suspects is obvious. The only difference lies on disagreement on the extent. Whether the coerced confession is widespread, systemic or organized or just small number of police misconduct, it is of vital importance to seek mechanisms of ascertaining how confessions are gathered and how courts can deal with the subject matter in real world, even for small number of cases.

In case of \textit{Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw}\textsuperscript{266} the police used improper methods of investigations by slapping him on his face and wound his back with a police baton.\textsuperscript{267} But an occurrence of slap or beating on his back was proved not in the trial of \textit{Worku Yigzaw} but in the trial of the police investigator himself for the use of Improper Methods.\textsuperscript{268} In the trial of another police officer, \textit{Public Prosecutor v. Henok Ambello}, the force used was slap on the face of the suspect asking why he committed the crime.\textsuperscript{269} The interrogation was not even whether the suspect did the offence but why. The suspect in that case was beaten so that he responds to such interrogation without even confessing whether he committed the crime.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{264} UN Committee Against Torture (CAT), Report of the Committee against Torture: Forty-fifth session (1—19 November 2010), Forty-sixth session (9 May—3 June 2011), 2011, A/66/44, Para. 31.
\item \textsuperscript{265} U.S. Department of State, ‘Ethiopia 2013 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices ’, N.p., 2015. Web. 13 May 2015. They reported that “Sources widely believed police investigators often used physical abuse to extract confessions in Central Police Investigation Headquarters in Addis Ababa. Human Right Watch reported an occurrence of beatings, stress positions, the hanging of detainees by their wrists from the ceiling, prolonged handcuffing, the pouring of water over detainees, verbal threats, and solitary confinement at the facility.”
\item \textsuperscript{266} Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw (Criminal File No. 40811, Federal First Instance Court Menagesha Criminal Bench, 2005 EC) (Unpublished).
\item \textsuperscript{267} See Public Prosecutor v. Getnet Teferi, cited above at note 217.
\item \textsuperscript{268} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{269} Public Prosecutor v. Henok Ambello (Criminal File No.41896, Federal First Instance Court Menagesha Criminal Bench, 2005 EC) (Unpublished).
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In a grave robbery case, *Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale*, the accused adduced evidence that he is tortured in making confession.\(^{270}\) The witnesses described to the court that they heard him screaming and they saw his face with simple bruises.\(^{271}\) His teeth was also broken at the time of interrogation. In Federal *Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu* the prosecutor witnesses testified to the court that the accused was forced to confess as a result of the beating she suffered.\(^{272}\) In one recent case the Federal High Court ruled that two of the accused gave their confession as a result of the force exerted on them and as such the accused defended themselves sufficiently.\(^{273}\) In *Public Prosecutor v. Mahmed Gizachew* the suspect adduced evidence showing that he was tortured every night.\(^{274}\) The court in these cases ruled that voluntariness of confession is the criteria for admissibility of confession.

In one interesting case the accused claimed he turned deaf as a result of the torture he faced.\(^{275}\) The prosecutor did not produce any evidence showing voluntariness of confession but by way of defense the accused brought to the court family members, custody cell roommate and medical certificate. The family members testified that at the time the accused is arrested he did not have any medical history of ear sickness and he suffered such injury in custody. Then accused custody cell roommate testified that the police officers took the suspect on one night and when he returns his ear was bleeding, though at the time the police took him he was normal. He told the court that the accused was bleeding and the victim also told him that the police tortured him. In the morning of that night the suspect was taken to hospital through emergency. The medical certificate is also adduced from police hospital which says the accused had head injury, bleeding on the ear and loss of consciousness. The court claimed that the ear bleeding was pre-existing according to the Amharic translation of the certificate adduced by police hospital. The court totally rejected the witness’s testimony without any reason. The total circumstance in this case
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shows that the court ignored the human rights of the suspect by failing to exclude confession. In this case for instance it is obvious that the police used force to get the confession.

Police use of force is one parameter used to exclude confession. The courts need to be alert in entertaining an allegation of use of force. The Police Commission should also make respecting human right part of measuring the performance of police officers. The public prosecutor should also be responsible in making sure that the confession is not the outcome of police misconduct against free will of the confessor before presenting it as an evidence to prove guilt of the accused.

3.5.2. Threatening or Intimidation

Threat or intimidations occurs through the use of verbal or physical signs.\textsuperscript{276} This is a psychological ploys used to obtain confession.\textsuperscript{277} In this case the interrogator puts the suspect or his family in the fear of injury or harm.\textsuperscript{278} The officer deceives the suspect under interrogation as to the physical or mental injury he or his family will be sustaining if he is not willing to admit to the commission of the crime or confess. Confession obtained at gun point is exerted on the suspect by pressing or pointing gun on the face or body of the suspect. The unlucky suspect will be asked whether he committed the alleged crime. In such instances the option for the suspect is to tell what the confessor wants to hear, so that the treat exerted on him is halted. The only performance required of the suspect is to tell the story or accept the story as he was being asked and retell the officers and finally put his signature on the paper which says the confession is made voluntarily. In case of denial it, the officers will respond that they are going to kill him. Here the confessor may have two options: to confess or die.

Another method of threatening or intimidating is to tell the suspect that if he is not going to confess he will face physical torture.\textsuperscript{279} Even if the police did not tell the suspect that he will beat

\textsuperscript{276} Hughes, Daniel J., Homicide: Investigative Techniques (Springfield: Thomas, 1974), p.94-96
\textsuperscript{277} Della Porta, Donatella, Abby Peterson, and Herbert Reiter (ed), The policing of transnational protest (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2013), p.68
\textsuperscript{278} Cq Researcher (ed.), Issues in Terrorism and Homeland Security: Selections From CQ Researcher (SAGE, 2010), p.368
him up, it suffices if he creates such perception in the minds of the suspect as a result of his conduct. In such case, threats or intimidation suspect under interrogation will accept whatever story he was being fed and sign a paper saying he had not been coerced and his statement was voluntary, simply to stop the abuse.

In one case between Public Prosecutor v. Tamirat Layine the accused claimed that after the police investigator wrote the confession he asked him to sign which he refused according to his version of fact. Then the officer responded do not make me enter into ‘something else’. If the allegation is true, this type of practice erodes the constitutional protection afforded to arrested person not to be coerced into making confession.

### 3.5.3. Lengthy Incommunicado Interrogation

Lengthy interrogation results in unfair proceeding and false confession. As said earlier, the totality of circumstance surrounding the confession is used as a parameter to determine existence or non existence of voluntariness of confession. One of the factors that the court should be considering in this regard is to look at the length of incommunicado interrogation. But the question as to how many hours are too many remained unanswered even in the jurisdiction considering the length of interrogation to rule on voluntariness of confession. According to Richard Leo, normal interrogation lasts for limited time while false induced confession takes more hours. This method may be utilized without breaks and appropriate opportunities to eat and sleep.

The law keeps silent as regards the length of time interrogation can legally continue. This opens door for abuse. Even practically the accused, attorneys and courts are not raising length of interrogation. The period of arrest is visible from the police file. The time he agreed to confess is also described on the same document. The interrogation period should be limited. If the suspect
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is taken to court an additional period of remand may be granted for the purpose of collecting additional evidences. Even interrogation may continue after the maximum 14 days period of remand according to the Criminal Procedure Code or minimum 28 days of remand for crimes of terrorism. Even interrogation may continue in this time as part of investigation conducted on the alleged crime.

Courts do not ask the suspects as to the length of their arrest before recording their confession. They do not make sure whether the person is granted an access to family and lawyer. The Constitution specifically provides that an accused person has the right to attorney. Since an arrested person turns into accused person right to counsel provided for accused person should be available to arrested person. This is further supported by Criminal Procedure code, ICCPR and the Basic Principle on the Role of Lawyers. The Criminal Procedure Code also provides that arrested person have the right to consult his attorney. ICCPR and the Basic Principle on the Role of Lawyers provide that suspects have the right to be informed of their right to be assisted by counsel. According to Human Right Watch a Muslim protesters who was charged with Terrorism are denied access to lawyers though such claim is denied by Central Police Investigation Headquarters in Addis Ababa. The presence of lawyer at the place of interrogation is the standard safeguard against abuse.

Defendant interrogated incommunicado for five days is ruled inadmissible in one case from United States. Confession obtained after “police questioned an emotionally distraught and exhausted defendant for eight hours” is also ruled involuntary. In People v. Neal incommunicado interrogation for more than 24 hours was ruled inadmissible. Though how long is too long remains unresolved, courts should consider the length of the incommunicado
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detention as one circumstance surrounding the confession to determine existence of coercion case by case basis.

3.5.4. Promises

In this case confession is the outcome of promise made to the suspect as to the state of something. A confession obtained as a result of promise of benefit of certain kind or even leniency is ruled inadmissible. In one case the suspect claimed that he was promised that if he confessed he will be a witness on the case than an accused as a result of such a promise he allegedly confessed. But he could not produce to the court any evidence suggesting the same. In another interesting case the suspect was promised that if he confessed a family arrested with him for no reason will be released. Even his families are told that the key to go free from arrest is on the hand of their son. If he confessed they will be released. But in this case though the High Court convicted the accused irrespective of such evidence the Supreme Court reversed the decision as a promise to the family to get confession is illegal and improper methods of investigation.

In practice before the confessor puts his signature, the trend with most confessions is to put statement begging for excuse on the part of the government. These words are manipulative in getting the signature of the confessor. Though the police officer knew no excuse is going to be granted to the suspect, they keep on inserting the same words for the sake of creating a belief that in confessing a benefit of getting excuse on the part of governments goes to the accused. This has an element of promise in itself. Unless they emanate from the suspect the police officers should take due care not to bring that up to the suspects mind.

3.5.5. Deprivation

The other mechanism of illegal methods of obtaining confession is through deprivation methods. The suspects could be deprived of food, water, clothing and sleep. In some cases the accused claimed that they were harassed because of the deprivation of clothing for the purpose of
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obtaining confessions. Sleep deprivation could occur by exposing suspects to cold, lack of bed, and 24 hours of lack of light in the room. An act of deprivation which in the eyes of reasonable persons could result forfeiture of one’s right to remain silent should be regarded as coercion. Courts should take due care in dealing with such claim because deprivation of any of these happens in private rooms. Where interrogation is conducted the suspect has no family, witness or friends around him. It is not clear as to what the persons subject to deprivation should present to the court.

In general, all of the above acts are involuntary confession which should be excluded from determination of guilt of the suspect. In many case the accused repudiates his confession at the trial court claiming that it was the result of coercion prohibited under FDRE Constitution. Even if most of these coercions in Ethiopian police stations are untrue, it is hard to believe that all are false. Therefore for the sake of protecting those with real claim, courts should request the prosecutor to execute not only the burden of producing the confession but also burden of persuading the court as to how it is gathered. The court should be ready and voluntary to protect accused person right relating to involuntary confession which should be excluded.

3.6. Fruits of Poisonous Tree

The evidence originally gathered as a result of the illegal interrogation becomes the "poisonous tree." Once this original confession is illegally recorded then such confession could lead the investigators to secondary evidence which is called the "fruit of the poisonous tree." It is important to understand in Ethiopia that the exclusionary rule applies to the fruit of poisonous tree i.e. any evidence consequential to the illegal confession obtained. The evidence which is directly derived from the illegal interrogation is excluded. The latter evidence discovered as a consequence of an illegal interrogation is also subject to exclusion. For example, confession obtained by torture may disclose the location of the murder blade. The constitution is clear in excluding not only the confession but also any evidence obtained under coercion is

297 This is a methods employed by putting the suspect into the feeling of shame. For the purpose of halting being necked the suspect will have an option of confessing or feel the shame while being visited by the officers.
298 See Human Rights Watch, cited above at note 289, p.27
300 Ibid.
inadmissible.\textsuperscript{301} Any evidence is not limited to confession evidence but also any other evidence obtained as a result. Therefore, courts should equip themselves to exclude illegal confession and the fruits of the illegal confession itself.

### 3.7. Confession Made to Courts

*Article* 35 of Criminal Procedure Code regulates the *power of court to record statements and confessions*. First of all, recording confession is not only the power of trial court. Any court be it the trial court or any other subordinate court can record confession.\textsuperscript{302} In practice, confession, currently, is recorded in nearest first instance court.\textsuperscript{303} In relation to this the trends of recording confession by the trial judge himself should be questioned. For instance in the case of Federal First Instance Court Menagesh Criminal Bench the judge recording the confession and the one trying the Real Time Dispatch (RTD) cases is the same judge. In Federal First Instance Court Arada Criminal Bench mostly one judge is assigned to record confessions. But sometimes even the trial judges are involved and the same case may be presented to them for a trial after the prosecutor framed the charge. For the sake of protecting the rights of the suspect and also the interest of justice this might be problematic. Two points must be emphasized. First, if the suspect already convinced the court he is tortured by the time he appeared for giving confession that would burden the prosecutor with extra effort of convincing the court that the suspect is lying about his alleged torture. Second, if the suspect already confessed to the same judge it is impossible for the same suspect to exclude it later. This is because the judge is the one who recorded the confession after asking the suspect as to his free will to confess. Even if he is coerced for confession he gave in the same court, it is difficult to persuade otherwise the same judge. For the purpose of both parties, it is better to avail trial of the crime later by a judge having no prior contact with the recording confession of the suspect. In that case bias towards the issue can easily be avoided. Therefore, there has to be a guideline requiring the trial of the case by a judge having no prior contact to the case.

Confession according to Criminal Procedure Code can be recorded anytime before the opening of a preliminary inquiry or trial. This is a danger to the individual human right protection against

\textsuperscript{301} See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 19(5)
\textsuperscript{302} *Cri.Pro.C.*, cited above at note 2, Art. 35(1)
\textsuperscript{303} Previously, Addis Ababa city courts used to record confessions of suspects.
torture and exclusion of evidence obtained through coercion. The treat emanates from the fact that if evidence is to be recorded any time before trial that will give police officers a sufficient time to use different illegal tactics to obtain confession. As far as the suspect is in custody the police officers can exert coercion and the suspect is left with an option of either stopping the ongoing torture or confess. As far as the confession can be recorded any time before the trial the police officers will have sufficient time and while the suspect will only have little patience without knowing when it will stop. More convincingly, if the suspect is willing without any coercion to confess why would he take number of weeks or months to confess?

According to the Constitution and Criminal Procedure Code, arrested person are brought to courts within forty eight hours. This is the best opportunity to record the confession. If the accused is willing to give his confession this is the best opportunity for obtaining voluntary confession compared to confession obtained after lengthy detention. For the sake of providing better protection to human rights of the accused the mandatory provision of law requiring the same is necessary. But the current law and the current practice are not concerned with this. Even if the suspect come after long time of detention the courts recording confession only asks if he is willing to make and they do not seem to be concerned with why and how did the confession could not come early but now. It is illogical to think that the person brought to court after a week time to confess to a court is coming voluntarily. But courts are not activists in this regard. In the absence of practical and legal protection against an open room for abuse, the protection against illegal confession in criminal investigation is eroded.

The Criminal Procedure Code requires courts to record voluntary confession per se. Voluntariness as it is envisaged under the Criminal Procedure Code is to be determined by ‘questioning the person making it.’ The question to be presented to such person could be of any type which enables the courts to determine as to the voluntariness of the confession. Currently, the practice shows that once the suspects are presented to the court the judges ask them if they are voluntarily making the confession. Then, will be asked if they committed the criminal act.

---

304 Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 29
305 Id., Art. 35(2)
Once the confession is recorded the police officers themselves are not going to take the confession from the court. Rather the law expects it to be sent to the trial court or to the prosecutor.\footnote{Id., 35(4)} This provides safeguards to suspects. The police officers tell them that if they deny in that court they will be getting back to police station. As such, if the police officers are not given the result of the record and if the suspects knew that the police officers do not know whether he admits or not, that will relieve them of coercion. From observation made, in most cases the confessions obtained in court are given to the police officers themselves which in default exposes the suspect to human right abuse and encourages false confession.

The issue of voluntariness is adjudicated at time remote from the interrogation. Evidence which might prove or disprove coercion is already disappeared. Often police assert that claim of torture is afterthought on advice from prison-mates and creates impossibility of determining voluntariness. If the law requires the confession to be recorded within forty eight hours time this issue could have been resolved. Fisher writing about involuntary confessions and Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code suggests that if confessions are recorded in strict sense of the above provision, then reopening the issue of voluntariness should not be an issue in trial court.\footnote{See Stanley Z., Fisher., cited above at note 201, P.336} He says the trial court should see the confession as fact found out by lower court and presented to the appellate court. He keeps on arguing however, the court recording the confession should be provided with guideline as to how confessions are taken. For instance the courts should make sure that the right to remain silent is notified, once confession is made he should be sent to prison or given bail, make sure non existence of coercion, to record confession only within forty-eight hours limit and recording confession in a court where only a clerk is present.\footnote{Id.,p.336-337} Even today no guideline of any sort exists. Most of the above safeguards are not available as shown below.

In the current practice of courts recording confession they do not ask as to the confession made in police station. For instance suspects are not asked whether they are notified of the right to remain silent in police station and whether they have made confession voluntarily. All they will be ascertaining is as to his willingness to make confession in that court irrespective of the prior history in the police station. Every one going through such procedure also returns to the police.
station. At least those claiming their human right has been violated should be able to be put in prison than returning them to police officers. There is no reason for courts to expose suspects to human right violation if they claim its happening. It is the role of courts to enforce and also protect citizens against possible human right abuses.

As to its form, the practice shows that the confession is recorded in a very short statement in most cases.\(^{309}\) This also goes against the interest of the suspect as there is no way the stories stated on the courts confession record are to be disproved in the absence of detail. It is even difficult to rely on a confession recorded only accepting the commission of crime on some specified date without elaborating all elements of what happened.

The other issue relates to recording confession twice. This happens in two ways. At first the suspect may deny his involvement in commission of a crime. But after being taken to police station in some other day or hours he will be taken to court for another trial of obtaining confession. In the case of \textit{Federal Public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma} the lower court recoded the confession of the suspect twice.\(^{310}\) In the first case the suspect already told the court that he did not commit the offence but later as a result of the alleged coercion exerted on him he confessed in the same court and later convicted in a trial court. The second option is when the suspect first gave his confession to a court then later on some other day he wants his confession to be recorded for the sake of denunciation of the previous confession in the same court. The law however keeps silent as to possibility of both of the above two circumstance. Even existence of two confessions at a time is being used for a defense in a trial. It is unreliable to accept confession submitted after first denying it. It is beneficial to the suspect that one may confess under coercion and later when he gets an opportunity to tell the truth he may ask the court to record his denial again. This could however be abused by the suspect. What is ought to be done is to make sure the courts recording confession first time should take all necessary means to ascertain truth of the confession by adopting a guideline for this purpose. Otherwise recording confession twice creates procedural irregularity and it is open to abuse by both parties i.e. police

\(^{309}\) Four line of confession in case of Behayilu Legese, (Criminal File No. 110709, Arada First Instance Court, 2006 EC.) (unpublished); Three and half line of confession in case of Mesfin Moges, (Criminal File No. 117708, Arada First Instance Court, 2006 EC.) (unpublished)

\(^{310}\) Public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma, (Criminal File No. 44805, Federal High Court Criminal Bench, 2006 EC.) (Unpublished)
and the suspect.

What remains issue here however is as to possibility for attorneys to ask courts to record statement of suspect based on personal initiatives without police requiring the record of confession. The idea here is to halt future abuse of suspect in custody. In relation to this Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code simply provides the power of court to record statement of suspect without providing any detail as to who requests the confession to be recorded. Since there is no provision in the said legislation which requires only admission to be recorded, it is also possible to record denial in the involvement of crimes. Not only this but also since the law is silent as who requests the confession to be recorded, one cannot claim prohibition on the attorneys to request the statement of the suspect. More important in this regard is the fact that such entitlement of the suspect or his attorney to request his statement to be recorded affords protection of the accused against human right abuse. Under the UDHR, Ethiopia is obliged to adopt proactive measures to promote the realization of human rights. As such allowing suspects to ask courts to record their confession is a proactive measure to protect the suspects against possible abuse.

As to the status of such confession in a trial there is a discrepancy in practice. In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu the prosecutor witnesses testified to the court that the accused was forced to confess to the police as a result of the beating she suffered. The court in these case ruled that voluntariness of confession is the criteria for admissibility of confession and as such confession in the police station is excluded. What is left is the question as to the fate of confession given to the court according to Article 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The court rightly ruled that if the confession in the police station is a result of coercion, it naturally follows that confession to the court after that is untrustworthy. The accused after giving his/her version of fact to the court, he/she will be returning to the police station. In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Abebe Isubalew, the Supreme Court ruled in 1978 that once distrust is created on confession made to police, the confession given to court is also untrustworthy. This is because the confession in police station is obtained through coercion and even if he later confessed in the

---

311 See UDHR Preamble, cited above at note 13
312 See Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu, cited above at note 272
313 Public Prosecutor v. Abebe Isubalew, (Criminal Appeal File No. 173/78, Ethiopian Supreme Court, 1978 EC)
court according to Article 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code, he is still under the custody of police and even returns to them after confessing. Suspects knew what they will face when they return to police station and as such they will be left with the option of repeating the confession made in police station. Therefore exclusion of such evidence is correct.

In a case from 1979 E.C. the Supreme Court afforded strong protection against the abuse of the suspect at the time of giving confession to the court. In this High Court Public Prosecutor v. Diriba Meta (et al) the court ruled that presence of the police investigator in the court room at the time the accused is asked whether he committed the crime or not avails the circumstance of coercion on the suspect. The analysis made in 1979 is of relevance to us today that at the time of recording confession no person should attend court except clerk. This affords protection to the suspect by not exposing him to intimidation.

3.8. The Use of Co-Defendants Confession

The admissibility of an accomplice's confession against a non-confessing defendant is illegal. Its illegality emanates from the fact that the use of such evidence violates accused person constitutional right to confronting the evidences presented against him. A co-defendant cannot be cross examined by the other defendant. The rules of evidence in England and United States dictates that confession of one of several defendants cannot be used as evidence against the other defendant. It was held that a co-defendant’s confession on joint trial is evidence only against the person who made it. It will not be admitted against the other defendant who did not admit it. Confession recorded in writing may be introduced in a trial of the co-offender and that confession may implicate the other offender who exercised his right to remain silent or pleaded not guilty. That obviously creates prejudice in a trial of the other offender. The means to preclude such a prejudice is to grant separate trial of the two and not introducing the confession of the co-offender into the trial of the other. Though two individuals may be charged together, they will be granted a separate trial as the interest of justice requires it as envisaged under

314 High Court Public Prosecutor v. Diriba Meta et al, (Criminal Appeal File No. 709/79, Ethiopian Supreme Court, 1979 EC)
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316 See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 20
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318 Bruton v. United States 391 U.S. 123 (1968)
Not only this but also change of venue should also be ordered for the purpose of avoiding bias of the judge who have heard the confession of the other. Whenever a fair and impartial trial cannot be held for any reason a change of venue can be requested.\textsuperscript{320}

In the case of \textit{South Nation Nationalities People Regional State Anti Corruption Commission Prosecutor v. Gudina Lemma}, the accused was charged with five other co-defendants.\textsuperscript{321} Among the five accused the second accused contended that he committed the crime of appropriation and misappropriation in the discharge of duties\textsuperscript{322} as a result of the alleged incitement of the \textit{Mr. Gudina Lemma}. The court trying the case in its first instance and appellate jurisdiction convicted the person with the evidence of the confession taken from the other co-accused. The trial is conducted together and the evidence of co-accused confession does not give the other suspect the chance to defend himself and violates constitutional right to confront the evidence produced. The Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench interestingly overruled the decision of the regional court’s decision.\textsuperscript{323} The reason provided is the fact that a person when giving his confession he admits his own fault and mentioning any other person as co-criminal is useful only for further criminal investigation. If not for such purpose, it will not be relevant for the determination of guilt of the other person. The Cassation Bench ruled that such evidence will not have both positive and negative effect on the trial of the other person. Accordingly, the confession of co-accused cannot be used against the other person who denied involvement in the crime.

The same stand was taken in the case of \textit{Gambella Regional State Justice Office Prosecutor v. Naja Zhingeta}.\textsuperscript{324} In this case the accused was charged with another man suspected of murdering the victim. According to the confession of the other co-accused \textit{Mr. Naja Zhingeta} was having an affair with the victim and he wanted to get rid of such an affair and paid the house servant

\textsuperscript{319} See \textit{Cri.Pro.C.}, cited above at note 2, Art. 117
\textsuperscript{320} Id., Art. 106
\textsuperscript{321} South Nation Nationalities People Regional State Anti Corruption commission Prosecutor v. Gudina Lemma, (Criminal File No. 96310, Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench, 2007) (Unpublished)
\textsuperscript{322} See \textit{The Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia.}, cited above at note 1, Art. 413
\textsuperscript{323} See South Nation Nationalities People Regional State Anti Corruption commission Prosecutor v. Gudina Lemma cited above at note 321
living with the victim to kill her.\textsuperscript{325} The house servant was promised to be paid 10,000 birr for which he agreed and killed the victim. The other co-defendant who allegedly paid 10,000 birr for the murder of the victim denied involvement in the commission of such a crime. The High Court acquitted the suspect claiming that a successful defense of alibi is brought to the court. But the supreme court of the regional state overruled the decision asserting that the co-accused confession given to a police and court in accordance with Article 27(2) and 35 of Criminal Procedure Code respectively shows the involvement of Mr. Naja Zhingeta. The Federal Supreme Court ruled the regional Supreme Court erred in admitting accomplice's confession against a non-confessing defendant. The reason given by the Cassation Bench is the fact that both Article 27(2) and 35 provides a mechanism of recording confession incriminating self. They said, the law does not indicate any use of such confession as evidence against the non confessing accused.

The outcome and holding of the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench is historical as some accused might be affected by decision of courts accepting such confession, if not for this decisions. Though the outcome and the stand taken by the Supreme Court is interesting, the reason provided for the holding is poor. It is poor because all the matters dealing with admissibility and inadmissibility are not provided in Criminal Procedure Code. In allowing prosecutor to use co-suspect as a witness against the other suspect, in the case of Federal Public 

\textit{Prosecutor v. Yordanos Abay}, the cassation court said there is no law prohibiting the prosecution.\footnote{Ibid.} For the same reason there is no provision in the criminal procedure prohibiting the admissibility of an accomplice's confession against a non-confessing defendant. Rather than relying on absence of permissive provision in the Criminal Procedure Code, the court could have relied for strong reason on absence of opportunity for confronting the evidence presented. In countries where such evidence is excluded from trial, the rationale provided is the absence of cross examining the co-accused. The FDRE Constitution provides for the same right.\footnote{Public Prosecutor v. Yordanos Abay, (Criminal File No. 57988, Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench, 2003 EC, Cassation Decision Vol. 12)}\footnote{See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 20(4)} The one who confessed is not subject to oath, not present as witness and not cross examined. Therefore, the Cassation Court should have contended the absence of right to confrontation in the admission of accomplice's confession against a non-confessing defendant.
It is of relevance however to touch upon the current trend of flipping co-offender to being witness against the trial of the other. In relation to this the cases of Federal public Prosecutor v. Sadik Lemu and Public Prosecutor v. Mehadi Muche is pertinent.\footnote{Public Prosecutor v. Sadik Lemu (Criminal File No.6844, Federal Supreme Court, 1995 EC.); Public Prosecutor v. Mehadi Muche (Criminal File No.8902, Federal Supreme Court, 1995 EC.)} In both cases the accused claimed that since the prosecutor witness is a co-defendant arrested together for the same crime, their testimony is inadmissible. But the court could not accept such argument. In another case, Federal public Prosecutor v. Yordanos Abay, the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Bench decided that there is no law which prohibits the prosecutor to decide to flip suspect to being a witness.\footnote{See Public Prosecutor v. Yordanos Abay, cited above at note 326} From the decision of cassation bench it can be said that once two persons are accused together in the same trial the confession of one person cannot be used against the other not willing to confess but if the prosecutor decides to make the suspect a witness on the trial of the other, it is possible. Allowing the prosecutor to use one suspect as a witness against the trial of the other is logical. Because, the use of confession against the other cannot be adduced as evidence as it violates the constitutional right to confrontation. But if the one who confessed is to be made a witness the right to confrontation is protected. That witness will be subject to rigorous cross examination by the accused. It should however be emphasized that the person who is converted to being a witness buys his freedom by testifying on the other. Therefore such evidence is not reliable.

The Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence proclamation provides however that “the testimony of the person who has been given immunity from prosecution shall have equal weight as the testimony of ordinary witness.”\footnote{See Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence proclamation, cited above at note 209, Art. 43(5)} But those who are given immunity are buying their freedom at the cost of testifying against others. Consequently it is illogical for the law to provide as such. The court need to give lesser weight to such testimony in determining whether the prosecution made his case or not. In addition to this a guideline should be adopted for prosecutor to determine and make a plea bargaining with cooperating witness. Nowadays however, the police officers themselves are choosing whom to prosecute and whom to make witness. This is because at the time the investigation report is given to prosecutor, one co-suspect is already recorded as defendant while the other’s statement is recorded as a witness. But it
should be for the prosecutor to make plea bargaining with cooperating witness for the purpose of avoiding any promise and coercion into granting such status.

3.9. Methods of Defending Confession Evidence

From the cases scrutinized in this thesis and experience of other countries there are possible mechanisms of proving illegality of confession. The first, by showing the fact that it is not the outcome of free will or it is not made voluntarily. In order to prove the involuntariness of confession the totality of Circumstance surrounding the confession should be the parameter. Simple question whether one is forced into making confession is not the solution. Even for suspects who could not or did not contend his right is violated, those who are assigned as a public prosecutor should see the circumstance of the accused at the time of confession. The totality of circumstance surrounding the confession is taken as parameter in deciding voluntariness of confession in different countries. In one case the federal public prosecutor took in to consideration this parameter in deciding not to institute proceeding. In this case six persons were suspected of committing grave theft of property estimated with values of 7,450 birr. The police investigators reported the case to the federal prosecutor incorporating confession of the suspects given to police and court. According to the decision of public prosecutor the voluntary confession per se are admitted as evidence in court of law. Any evidence obtained under coercion is not admissible. Though the meaning of coercion is not provided in the Constitution, the prosecutor said it is obvious that it includes any sort of physical and psychological impact exerted on the suspect. In this case suspects gave their confession in an interrogation held in police statics bureau and not in the investigation or interrogation office. The police statics bureau is located at the back side of the police compound where no individual or even prosecutor has access to it. Conducting interrogation in secret place without informing the prosecutor about it meant exerting physical and psychological impact. The total circumstance leads the prosecutor to say the suspects were coerced. This is an interesting case that the prosecutor took the circumstance surrounding the confession to measure voluntariness of the

331 Sintayehu Amare (et al) (Criminal File No. 3048/05, FDRE Ministry of Justice Yeka Justice Office, 2005 EC.) (Unpublished)
confession. This decision is of paramount importance as it considers the totality of circumstance in proving illegality of confession before even putting it as evidence in court of law.

The courts need to take lesson from this decision that to rule confession as inadmissible one should see generally the total environment the suspects are put in at the time of giving confession. For instance, in the case of *Federal public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma* the lower court recorded the confession of the suspect twice. In the first one the suspect denied his involvement and later admitting his involvement in a crime. Further the prosecutor witness replied to the court that the investigator was reading confession from the paper and ordered the suspect to repeat it to the witnesses so that they can appear to court and testify that he confessed. Even the confessions in police station and in the court are not compatible. The circumstance of surrounding the confession implies that the confession is unreliable. Because the confession is the story of the suspect not something to be read to suspects by the police. Who knows who wrote it? Why is the suspect repeating what the investigator is reading, why did he deny first and then later admitted in the same court? All of these questions put a reasonable man in suspicion of the confession. When all these facts put together, circumstance surrounding the confession in this case implies unreliability of the confession. But in this case except for the dissenting opinion written on the case by one judge the accused is convicted. As such the decision rendered by the public prosecutor could be a lesson to courts not considering circumstances surrounding the confession and just wanting direct proof of existence of use of force or threat.

Confession evidence obtained from the accused multiple times and if those confessions have difference the court disregards them. In the case of *Public Prosecutor v. Tessema Bizachew*, the Supreme Court rejected the confession claiming that the police interrogating the suspect multiple of times do not comply with the rules provided under Article 27(2) of Criminal Procedure Code.332 This is a sound decision that once the suspect gives his version of fact there is no reason for the court to trust one among various confessions made. Even in the extreme case of *Public Prosecutor v. Sisay Dagne* which indicates that the accused defended himself as he already adduced the confession he gave at lower court in accordance with Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code.333 Any person who gave his confession in accordance with Article 27(2) but

332 Public Prosecutor v. Tessema Bizachew (Criminal File No. 28308, Federal Supreme Court, 1999)
333 See Public Prosecutor v. Sisay Dagne, cited above at note 216
denied of committing a crime based on Article 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code is said to have put the confession already made in police station in doubt. This is because if confession made to police and court should be compared the latter one is more trustworthy. In all of the above case the circumstance of torture or otherwise of the environment and procedural irregularities are indication of problem which courts should be suspicious about.

In *Public Prosecutor v. Ayenew Minwiyelet (et al)*, the prosecutor witness claimed in the court that he did not see the accused committing crime.\(^\text{334}\) He testified to the court that he was coerced into being witness on the case. From this logically and persuasively, the court, come to the conclusion that if the witnesses are coerced to act as a witness, there is no reason for the police to not to expose suspects with the same treat. As such the confession of the accused itself is unreliable. From this case we can say that even if deciding voluntariness is difficult job, the court can take circumstances surrounding the confession. The circumstance surrounding the confession in this case is that even the witnesses did not voluntarily become witness on the case.

One cannot give his confession for crimes which no victim come to contend crime is committed on him. Sometimes in murder cases that could happen as a result of moral guilt felt by the suspect himself. But recidivist house burglar cannot voluntarily go on knocking doors in some village and tell to witnesses and police what he took from that house and build a case against himself without even the owner knowing him and complaining to police for investigation like in the case of *Public Prosecutor v. Kibre Meaza*.\(^\text{335}\) In most cases of “Leba Tinat”\(^\text{336}\) as it is locally called the evidences adduced are confession evidence per se. The courts seems not willing to know how confession is obtained in such cases and even how did the suspect end up being suspect from nowhere. Adducing direct evidence of torture through the use of medical certificates and witnesses could also be employed to show the circumstance of torture exerted on

\(^{334}\) Public Prosecutor v. Ayenew Minwiyelet et al, (Criminal File No. 44874, Federal First Instance Court Menagesha Criminal Bench, 2006 EC.) (Unpublished)

\(^{335}\) Public Prosecutor v. Kibre Meaza (Criminal File No. 22518, Federal Supreme Court, 1998 EC)

\(^{336}\) Leba Tinat as it is locally called is investigation conducted by the police officers on house burglars or robbers. An investigation is conducted without no trace of any sort. Mostly those usual suspects are brought to police stations and confess the crimes they have committed for the last couple of years or months.
the suspect at the time of confessing. In Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale the accused produced evidence of torture to prove illegality of confession.\textsuperscript{337}

The second mechanism of showing involuntariness of confession is to prove the impossibility of commission of crime by the accused. For instance in Public Prosecutor v. Zimbelachew Desalegn the accused adduced evidence of alibi.\textsuperscript{338} The high court however convicted the accused claiming that even though the accused produced alibi he did not defend the confession he gave at the police station. The Supreme Court ruled that if a person shows trustworthy alibi the confession evidence is said to have been defended. Even if the suspect did not produce evidence defending the confession made at police station or court, it suffices to exert reasonable suspicion on the evidence of prosecution using other evidences showing no involvement of the suspect into the commission of the crime. Therefore, two of the above methods are mechanisms of defending cases with evidence of confession.

3.10. A Motion to Suppress the Confession: Trial Within a Trial

Although the issue of the admissibility of improperly obtained evidence may involve mixed question of law and fact, it should be determined through trial within a trial. It is required to hold a trial within trial to determine the admissibility of confessions challenged on one of the grounds of illegality of methods as to how it is gathered. The ultimate issue on the trial within a trial is voluntariness which is contested by the accused himself. The purpose of a trial within a trial is to give an opportunity to both the prosecution and the accused to give evidence to enable the court to decide whether to admit or to reject the confession.\textsuperscript{339}

A trial within a trial is a procedure followed by the court to decide on the admissibility of a confession or admission by an accused. It may create heavy onus of proof which is placed upon the prosecution and to the excessive burdens on the courts of trial within trials. The idea of holding trial within a trial, however, is to determine voluntariness of confession, which is relevant for admissibility or inadmissibility of the confession. Asking the accused on the trial

\textsuperscript{337}See Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale, cited above at note 270
\textsuperscript{338}Public Prosecutor v. Zimbelachew Desalegn (Criminal File No. 26686, Federal Supreme Court, 1999 EC.)
\textsuperscript{339}See Keane, Adrian, and Paul McKeown, cited above at note 18, p.38
within a trial if he is guilty effectively violates the function of the trial within the trial as it is a separate inquiry into voluntariness. During the trial within a trial, the contents of a confession are not in issue.\textsuperscript{340} Rather it is only an objection raised to the admission of the involuntary confession. This is a protection afforded to the accused because once the evidence is presented to the court and already heard, it will jeopardize the interest of the accused. This is true even if the confession is excluded later on a trial. Once the judge is aware of the contents of the confession made he/she will be biased towards what he/she come to learn as a result of the presentation of the same to the court.

In accordance with the Ethiopian Criminal Procedure Code “Where the prosecutor or the accused objects to the admission of any evidence ..., the court shall decide forthwith on the admissibility of such evidence.”\textsuperscript{341} Therefore if the admissibility of the confession became an issue the court needs to decide the admissibility of confession forthwith before taking the evidence. In any case the issue of voluntariness or involuntariness of a confession is the issue of admissibility or inadmissibility of the confession. Based on Criminal Procedure Code, contending admissibility of evidence should be raised by way of objection before it is heard.\textsuperscript{342} Otherwise it is self-defeating and does not comply with the aim of protecting the accused against involuntary confession. In corruption cases the question of admissibility could be entertained in preparatory hearing stage.\textsuperscript{343} Malayan system, which is used as a source for our Criminal Procedure Code, suggested that the admissibility of statement or confession is dealt with at a trial within a trial.\textsuperscript{344} This should be considered as a separate proceeding from the trial proper.\textsuperscript{345} If the accused does not object to the admissibility of a statement there is no need to hold a trial within a trial.\textsuperscript{346}

But practically the objections to admission of involuntary confessions are not made in accordance with the order of the law. Rather it is to be ascertained after a full trial of the case.

\textsuperscript{340} As cited on Mbuli, Reuben Johnson, "Admissibility of Confessions in Criminal Trials" (PhD diss.1993), p.225
\textsuperscript{341} See Cri.Pro.C., cited above at note 2, Art. 146
\textsuperscript{342} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{343} See The Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence proclamation, cited above at note 209, Art. 36(2)
\textsuperscript{344} Landa, Jay, and Mohamed Ramjohn, Unlocking Evidence 2nd Edition (Routledge, 2013) .p.15
\textsuperscript{345} Public Prosecutor v. Lim SengChuan [1977]1 MLJ 171 CCA
\textsuperscript{346} Public Prosecutor v. Mohamed Noor bin Jantan [1979] 2 MLJ 289
Mostly involuntariness of confession is raised as a defense once the prosecutor made his/her case. This can be observed from the cases involving issues of confession. It is not inconformity with the law that it should not be the case that the defense should conflict the confession evidence presented rather object to its admission before it is actually heard.

But in some instances it is not unusual, however, to see the accused making an allegation that he is forced to make statement against his interest at the time he is asked to plead guilty or innocent. The way it is done is that they will not only be pleading innocence but also tell the court that they were beaten up in making confession. As to the allegation however the court should ask before hearing the evidence if the accused is willing to substantiate his claim with certain evidence to go for trial within a trial. This should be the case only if there is a claim on the part of the accused that the confession is involuntary at the time of introduction of the confession evidence but before hearing it.

The practice however is that the courts give deaf ear to the claim made by the accused at that stage and go on with considering the evidence without previously making sure that it is voluntary. In case of Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw the suspect was charged with theft of gold jewelry. The evidence in this case shows that no witness has seen this person committing the crime or no circumstantial evidence indicating the person in the commission of the crime exists. Though the suspect claimed he gave his confession as a result of physical force applied on him by the investigator the court did not ask him to support his claim with evidence nor did the court ask the prosecutor if the confession is voluntary. Rather the court settled the case through determination of evidentiary sufficiency of confession evidence per se. After this case is solved, however, the suspect opened a criminal claim against the police officer Getnet Teferi. In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Getnet Teferi the prosecutor successfully proved to the court that the police used improper methods of investigations by slapping him on his face and wound his back with a police baton. As a result the police were sentenced. The issue here is that in the case between Worku Yigezaw, a wrong method of settlement mechanism is used. A trial within a trial should be conducted so that the truth would come out without the necessity of measuring whether confession per se meets the standards of proof.
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It is against the constitutional protection afforded to the accused that such evidence should not be made part of the evidence and heard in court without making sure that it is made voluntarily. Even if the court wants to determine voluntariness at this stage they will be doing that at the time of hearing the case. They will not be determining voluntariness independently before seeing the content of the confession presented. Mostly, later on the stage of presenting defense the accused will be given a chance to present his version of fact alleging involuntariness of confession. In Public Prosecutor v. Masresha Astatke, the Federal First Instance Court Menagesha Criminal Bench read the charge brought to the court and asked the accused if he pleads guilty or not. The accused told the court that he is tortured in police station and on the day the crime is alleged to have been committed, he claimed to have been in prison. The judge automatically referred to his previous record and proved that he was in prison on the day of commission. The prosecution did not adduce any other evidence except for the confession. Therefore the court acquitted the suspect without further full trial proceedings. Such cases are rare but show the need to have a trial within a trial without further entering into the full trial. Trial within a trial is not enough. The confession which is ruled admissible can still be challenged on the ground of the weight the confession must be given.

3.11. Burden and Standard of Proof

The burden of proof in criminal adjudication rests in general on prosecution. The burden of production and burden of persuasion are the two components of burden of proof. The burden
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349 Masresha Astatike v. Public Prosecutor, (Criminal File No. 43353, Federal First Instance Court Menagesha Criminal Bench, 2006 EC.) (Unpublished)


of production is the obligation imposed on the party to present evidence to the court while the burden of persuasion however is the obligation expected of the parties to convince the court with certain standard. Meeting the burden of proof means that a party has introduced enough compelling evidence to reach the standard defined in the burden of persuasion. The prosecutor has the burden of prove i.e. both burden of persuasion and burden of production. The accused will have burden of proving his defense once the prosecution made his case and the proceeding is open for a defense.

The prosecution bears the burden of proving voluntariness of confession. Prosecution is said to have made his case if he/she is able to prove his/her case. If confession is part of the evidence used to persuade the court about guilt of the suspect, the burden of proving the accuracy, truth, and the voluntariness of confession rests upon prosecution. This is because the Constitution obliges courts to consider confession as evidence only if it is voluntarily made. In Jackson v. Denno US Supreme Court case the judge said “I repeat to you again, the burden of proving the accuracy, truth, and the voluntariness of confession always rests upon prosecution.”

From observation made, the practice currently available however shifts the onus to an accused in most cases. In this cases the prosecution just produces the confession signed by the accused and not asked how it is gathered. Instead the accused bears the burden of showing how confession was made. In default, the courts have given the prosecution a kick-start by not imposing them with duty of showing voluntariness. These also operate like presumption which is rebuttable by the accused. Only in rare cases the accused is acquitted before he is required to present his defense. For instance in the case between Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu the only available evidence was the confession made by the accused and witnesses who have seen the accused making confession in police station. In this case the witnesses repeated what the accused has confessed in police station but when the judge asked them how the suspect confessed the prosecutor witness testified that when the investigation police officer slapped her on her face she confessed to what she did. In this case however, it is visible to see that the
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acquittal of the suspect followed the examination conducted by the judge of the witnesses already presented as a witness to the prosecution’s case.

No clear burden is imposed on the prosecution following the claim of the accused. But the truth of involuntariness of confession come to be realized from the active role of the judges in cross examining the witnesses present at the time of interrogation. In other cases the suspect are able to bear the burden of showing involuntariness of confession as a result of the force exerted on them in public places or even in police station were third parties to the case are seeing the act.355 In other instance the suspects are lucky enough to show to the court how they gave their confession through other suspects who were present in police station at the same time with the suspect or subjected to the same treatment with the suspect or remanded together in the same cell.356

In Melkam Zena et al v. Federal Public Prosecutor, the prosecutor witness testified that they saw police reading the confession to the police so that he repeats to them.357 Not only this but also they testified that they did not know whether the suspect was tortured or not. In this case the investigator told the suspect to tell the witnesses what the suspects and the investigator talked about last night and even the court saw the injury sustained by the suspects. Even though the prosecutor witnesses’ testimony proves existence of doubt on the voluntariness of confession the court unfairly presumed voluntariness and shockingly ordered them to defend themselves.358 This shows that there is a de facto presumption of voluntariness and the burden of proof is on the accused to prove otherwise of the confession.

The State however should not be granted any of such assistance by way of relieving them of proving the voluntariness of confession. This is also a constitutional duty on the state. One is presumed innocent. There is also a protection of self-incrimination and requirement of voluntariness for the admission of confession evidence. The reading of these rights indicates that the state can refute presumption of innocence by producing legal documents. The state can call witnesses of all sorts to show the court that the confession was the outcome of free will.

355 Ibid.
356 See Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale, cited above at note 270
358 Ibid.
The State have all the resource and man's power, including police officers, who may have interrogated or participated in the course of investigation to be called upon for elaborating the free will of the accused at the time of interrogation. Once they are in the court they will be subjected to different kinds of cross examination by being sworn to tell the truth. It is obvious from this that the prosecution is in a position to carry out the burden of proving how confession is gathered without the courts presumption of legality of confession. The prosecution should bear the burden of proving not only because the law burdens state with such duty or even state is in position to carry out this duty but also in consideration of unfairness of imposing this burden on the accused. Placing an onus of proof on the accused is wrong because any human right violation exerted on the suspect happens mostly in private room where evidence of any sort is unavailable. It is unfair to burden the suspect with the duty of producing evidence which they don’t have. Even whenever they try to show the court the injury on their body the police will claim that has nothing to do with interrogation. It is in the interest of criminal justice, therefore, to comply with the law burdening the state with the duty of persuading the court as to legality of confession. Even if we have to place the onus of proof on the accused, if he/she simply provided some evidence which laid some doubt, then whatever onus there was on that accused should be discharged and that the initial and overall onus should remain on the state.

The visible error made commonly by the courts currently relates to the fact that they say the accused did not defend himself as there is no evidence produced supporting illegality of confession. It is wrong in that there is no indication of prosecution producing evidence supporting legality of confession. Rather it is just presumed, even if the accused contended that it is illegal. For instance in Public Prosecutor v. Ahmed Abdi Mussa the court said though the accused claimed he is tortured he did not produce any sort of evidence to show illegality of confession obtained in police station. At the same time however, the court did not put any indication of whether the prosecution produced evidence to prove accuracy, truth, and the voluntariness of confession.

The pattern of the Supreme Court decisions shows that the prosecution bears the burden of proof of commission of a crime and illegal confession will be excluded none of the cases so far suggest however, the burden is on the prosecution to show legality of confession. Rather it is expected of the accused as incidentally provided in the judgment given on Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew
Bogale. In this case the court said the evidence of confession will be excluded if the accused proves its illegality. Ayalew Bogale was lucky enough to get evidence that he is tortured in making confession. In Public Prosecutor v. Tamirat Layine the court claimed that the accused did not produce evidence supporting his claim that the confession is illegal. Therefore, the stand taken by the Supreme Court is to expect the accused to show illegality of confession without otherwise expectation of prosecution proving legality of confession. This erodes the constitutional and other human rights standards providing protection for the accused against illegally obtained evidence.

In grave robbery case, Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale, the victim was found dead. The accused was convicted of confession and the Kalashnikov rifle found with him. The accused adduced evidence that he is tortured in making confession. The witnesses described to the court that they heard him screaming and they saw his face with simple bruises. His teeth were broken. Accused persons family were arrested with the suspect and told that their release is up to the accused. The police officers told his family to beg him so that they will be released up on his confession. The accused was able to get the freedom he deserved because he was able to bear the burden of proving that the confession was illegal. The High Court convicted the accused, though the accused carried the burden which should have been for the prosecution to bear. The Supreme Court emphasized the unreliability of illegally obtained evidence and ruled inadmissible in accordance with the Constitution.

One can prove guilt with admissible evidence. As such, it is on the state to prove guilt with admissible evidence. The aim of including witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir”, in to the system is to carry out the burden of prosecution in showing the confession is voluntary. That was the case in Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu as the prosecutor witnesses testified that the accused was coerced to making confession. The use of such witnesses to prove voluntariness of confession is not effective. It
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is not effective in that the prosecutor witnesses most of the time are those persons who were found at police station for their own business or the police officers themselves.

Using other ordinary person to show voluntariness is insufficient as the witnesses are not aware of the circumstance surrounding the confession. They do not know when he is arrested, how he agreed to confess, how accused spends his time in custody, what they do with him in night, etc. The use of police officers themselves as the witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir” is even manipulative to the right of the suspect. The police officers coming to court will not be testifying against their co-workers as to the methods employed to obtain confession. As such, it does not serve the aim it is meant to serve. They are found to be valuable in the case of Federal Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu because the police officer were reluctant in avoiding evidence of use of force against the suspect. The police officer slapped the suspect in the presence of the witnesses. The witnesses will not serve any benefit if the coercion occurred in the absence of witnesses.

As to the standard of proof the state is required to prove legality of confession the Special Rapporteur on Torture which said;

“where allegations of torture and/or other forms of ill-treatment are raised by a defendant during trial, the burden of proof should shift to the prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the confession was not obtained by unlawful means, including torture and similar ill-treatment.”\textsuperscript{363}

This complies with the presumption of innocence provided in the Constitution. It is difficult to determine the standard of proof available practically in the place where the prosecution is not even burdened with the duty to show legality of confession. Where the onus rests upon the accused to rebut the Prosecution’s evidence however it has to be discharged on a balance of probabilities. Legal provision specifically regulating standard of proof of voluntariness of confession in this regard is necessary.

3.12. **The Evidentiary Sufficiency of Contested Confessions**

According to Report of UN General Assembly Special Rapporteur, convicting suspects with confession evidence per se will create conducive environment for the occurrence of torture itself.\(^{364}\) Supporting criminal charge with other evidences than confession is necessary in order to convict suspects. Therefore, adducing other reliable evidence than confession is expected as confession per se is insufficient for conviction.\(^{365}\) Presumption of innocence is rebutted only by adducing evidence beyond reasonable doubt or at least clear and convincing evidence.\(^{366}\) Convicting suspects without meeting this standard however infringes this constitutional protection.

For instance, in the case between *Public Prosecutor v. Sisay Dagne* the accused was convicted of the crime with the confession evidence obtained at police station.\(^{367}\) The Federal Supreme Court in reversing the decision of high court ruled that in the absence of other collaborating evidence against the accused confession evidence per se is not sufficient evidence to secure conviction. But in this case the lower court ordered the accused to adduce defense based on the confession of the suspect. The Supreme Court ruled that evidence of confession without other supporting evidence cannot be said to prove a case beyond reasonable doubt. Therefore the accused should have been acquitted without the necessity of defending himself. This decision of the court ensures the importance of securing through other methods of investigation evidences which are in themselves sufficient for conviction of the alleged offender.

In other case of *Public Prosecutor v. Kibre Meaza* the Supreme Court framed the issue as to evidentiary sufficiency of confession.\(^{368}\) In this case, the prosecutor adduced confession evidence with witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “*Yedereja Misikir*”. The witnesses saw the accused describing to police how they have committed the
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\(^{366}\) The presumption of innocence requires evidence beyond reasonable doubt. An attempt was made to include these standards in to ICCPR but failed. It is no were set in our law too. The Human Right Committees General Comment 13, para 7 provides that ‘no guilt can be presumed until the charge has been proved beyond doubt.’ Art. 66(3) of Rome Statute of ICC sets beyond reasonable doubt standard.

\(^{367}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Sisay Dagne, cited above at note 231

\(^{368}\) See Public Prosecutor vs. Kibre Meaza, cited above at note 335
crime. The court said this witness’s testimony is not relevant in that they have not seen the commission of the crime nor they have knowledge of commission of the crime. What is striking in this case is that they were charged with the crime of robbery without any victim claiming its existence. So the court said that neither the confession of the accused claiming the commission of a crime on some unknown person nor the witness’s confession seeing all the description of the accused as to the commission of the crime is sufficient to obtain conviction. The same holds true in relation to pictures taken at the time of description of the event.

In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Daniel Birhane both the police and the accused did not know on whom the crime was committed. But accused just confessed that he committed a crime on somebody. The Supreme Court emphasized that confession per se is not sufficient in such cases even if the witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir”, saw the accused confessing or elaborating how he committed a crime. The mere fact that these witnesses have seen the demonstration of the accused to the police of how the crime is committed does not make them knowledgeable about the crime. They are just repeating what is already confessed by the accused and as such evidence of confession per se are not sufficient to secure conviction. In the previous case of Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale the Supreme Court once again emphasized insufficiency of confession evidence in settling the issue of exclusion of illegally obtained evidence.

In the case of Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw the court ruled that confession and witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir” per se is not sufficient for criminal conviction. The same decision is reached by the Federal High Court in acquitting five accused of corruption case. This holds true specially, as the practice of warning suspects of their right to remain silent and the practice of police in resorting to proper methods of investigation is yet to develop. Once the court found out that the confession obtained in police station is the outcome of coercion that in effect results in insufficiency of confession obtained in the court in accordance with Article 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code. This was the
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courts holding in the case of Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wondemu. In the two cases of Remedan Hussen v. Public Prosecutor, the court ruled that the mere presence of confession evidence with the witnesses who heard the suspects confessing to police do not prove the guilt of the person. The witnesses neither new or saw the occurrence of the crime and evidence of confession is insufficient.

According to the current prevalent practice however, the trends of courts shows that confession of the suspect in combination with witness who saw the suspect confessing suffices for conviction. For instance in Public Prosecutor v. Ketema Kenito, Public Prosecutor v. Kasahun Girma, Public Prosecutor v. Addise Bedasa and many more the only evidence adduced was confession and witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir”. In the case of Federal Public Prosecutor v. Melkam Zena the only

373 See Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wondemu, cited above at note 272
evidence adduced was confession and testimony of the witnesses who saw suspects confessing. The court in this case ordered the accused to defend themselves claiming prosecutor made his case. Though they have successful defended themselves later, what happens if evidence of torture were not accessible to the suspects?

An act of conviction based on insufficient evidence violates the presumption of innocence. One is presumed innocent until the state proves otherwise beyond reasonable doubt or at least by producing clear and convincing evidence. The current trend however is not uniform in all courts. In limited cases courts ruled insufficiency of evidence of confession per se. But in most cases the accused persons are being convicted with the evidence of confession per se. This evidence is insufficient in that confession evidence is meant to collaborate other evidences. If confession obtained in police station is sufficient the law could not have required confessions to be registered in courts in accordance with Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code. According to the Indian system let alone considering confession obtained in police station as sufficient for conviction, it is not even admissible as evidence in court of law. In Malaysia confession to police officer below the rank of Inspector and confession by accused while in custody of police are not to be used as evidence in court of law. According to the European committee for the Prevention of Torture Standards and Special Rapporteur on Torture conviction based on confession per se creates conducive environment for the occurrence of torture itself. Production of other reliable evidences for the purpose of conviction is emphasized by UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and European Committee for the Prevention of Torture. They said confession per se is insufficient
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3.13. Coerced Confessions and Wrongful Convictions

Those who are wrongfully convicted are guilty but innocent. There are lots of reasons for the occurrence of wrongful conviction. One of which is conviction based on coerced confession. Coerced confession can lead and have led to false confessions and wrongful convictions of innocents. The person under torture tells the story the torturer wants to hear and not the truth of what occurred. The aim of requirement of voluntariness rule for the admissibility of confession is to minimize the wrongful conviction.

In one case in Ethiopia, Federal Public Prosecutor v. Shumi Regassa, the suspect is found guilty of murder based on the evidence adduced. He was sentenced for life imprisonment. Then the real murderers confessed to their crime after the Shumi Regassa served more than three years of sentence. What is striking in this case is that one of the evidence produced against Shumi Regassa was confession obtained in police station. Even if the suspect contended to the court that he was coerced into making a confession he could not get sufficient attention. Once his innocence is proved now, it became visible that the confession was the coerced one. In other case of Federal Public Prosecutor v. Masresha Astatike the accused was convicted for stealing car wheels. The evidence adduced against the person was confession given to police and to courts in accordance with Article 27(2) and 35 of Criminal Procedure Code respectively. When the accused appeared to the trial court he told the court that he is coerced into making confession and on the day of the occurrence of the crime as stated on the charge he was in prison. The court
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verified the truth of his claim and acquitted him. If not for the evidence of alibi in prison he could have faced wrongful conviction if his presence were somewhere else for which he cannot present evidence. Therefore, the danger of coerced confession in exposing accused to wrongful confession is higher which calls for the careful consideration of collaboration of evidence of confession with other evidence and non sufficiency of confession evidence per se. The other evidence produced and the evidence of confession should also comply with each other in terms of their content.

3.14. Barriers to the Protection of Defendants’ Rights

3.14.1. Lacking Enforcement Mechanisms

From the scrutiny made so far, it is clear that the procedural laws regulating interrogation of suspects are not explicit and they do not cover all the issues raised here. For instance the issues relating to effects of not following the procedure provided in the law are not specifically and clearly provided. Coercion has the effect of exclusion but whether failure to notify right to remain silent, prohibiting access to lawyer etc. entails the same consequence is not clearly provided like in the case of coercion.

The issues relating to who is to be appointed as interpreter and rules relating to conflict of interest requirement lacks force of mandatory legal provisions. Not only this but also the status of confession made to police and court remains controversial with some considering it sufficient for conviction while other claim such evidence to be collaborative to other evidence. Other issues relating to the use of co-defendants confession, methods of proving illegality of confession and burden and standard of proof are still unresolved. The absence or lacks of clarity on the above issues are the reasons to the barrier to the protection of defendant’s right. The judges could have excluded confession obtained without notification of the right to remain silent if there is a clear provision on the matter requiring exclusion. But in the case of Federal Public Prosecutor v.
Tamirat Kassa, the judge opted to reprimand than exclude.\(^{386}\) Therefore, lack of enforcement mechanism is one reason for barrier to the protection of defendant’s right.

### 3.14.2. Lack of Administrative Supervision

The laws regulating police in Ethiopia provides for a mechanisms of performance evaluation.\(^{387}\) The evaluation envisaged by legislative organ is the observance and being faithful to the Constitution and law.\(^{388}\) The requirement of the law as to the evaluation however remains to be implemented on the ground. The evaluation conducted however is not centered on the observance of human right in conducting interrogations. Rather they are more of administrative in nature. Whether the investigation is completed in timely manner, corruption etc. are the major once at the center of evaluation of the officers. Had there been continues supervisory works of officers as observance or otherwise of accused persons right, the barrier could have been minimized. But in the absence of such system however it can be said that one of the barrier to the protection of right of citizens is lack of supervision.

### 3.14.3. Limited Judicial Supervision

The law requires any arrested person to be brought to courts with forty eight hours. That is one mechanism of involving judiciary so that they could have an oversight as to the total circumstance surrounding the rights of the suspect in custody of police. But from the observation made courts argue about period of remand and necessity. They are not concerned about how the suspect is being kept in custody. Even in recording confessions in court the judges simply forward whether the suspect is willing to give his confession. Rather, when it comes to human right enforcement it is expected that the judges go through all the situations of the suspect. They do not make cross examination to understand whether the confession is voluntary or not. That is why in some cases even if the confessors are coerced to make confession they do not trust the judges recording confession as they will be letting them be exposed to further abuse by letting

\(^{386}\) Public Prosecutor v. Tamirat Kassa, (Criminal File No. 125950, Arada First instance court criminal Bench, 2007 EC.) (Unpublished)
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them return to police station with the same officer. Therefore, the other barrier for protection of accused person’s right is existence of limited judicial supervision.

### 3.14.4. Heavy Burden on Defendants and Limited Burden on the Prosecution

The Constitution provides mandatory provision requiring exclusion of coerced confession. As said before the prosecution bears the burden of proving the confession is the product of free will of the accused. Prosecution is said to have made his case if he/she is able to prove his case. The practice currently available however shifts the onus to an accused in most cases. In this cases the prosecution just produces the confession signed by the accused and not asked how it is gathered. Instead the accused bears the burden of showing how confession was made. In default, the courts have given the prosecution a kick-start by not imposing them with duty of showing voluntariness. In practice, the defendant’s signature on a confession establishes a strong presumption in favor of its validity. By doing so court are burdening the defendant with duty of producing and convincing the court of existence of coercion which most of the time occurs in secret. Relatively, the courts in practice are not burdening the prosecutor to show legality of confession which otherwise could have forced the prosecution department to be more interested in involving in interrogation of criminal with the police and clarify it to the court. Burdening the prosecution with such duty could have relieved the suspect of extra burden imposed on him/her. Therefore, the heavy burden on defendant compared to the prosecutor is another reason for barrier to the protection of accused person’s rights relating to confession.

### 3.14.5. The Lack of Electronic Recording of Custodial Interrogations

The confessions are hand written in most cases. The use of audio or video tapping is yet to take place in Ethiopia. If every interrogation office is required to have an inbuilt system of audio taping or videotaping many of issues involved in interrogation could have easily been avoided. For instance if one claimed that he/she did not understand the language in which the confession is recorded and she/he is not provided with interpreter the video or audio recorded could have displayed everything including the identity of the one interpreting.\(^{389}\) Even the court could have
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made an inference of voluntariness from what took place in the audio or video submitted to the court. Absence of such instrument also contributes for the barriers to the protection of accused person’s right.

3.15. Remedies Against Illegal Confession

3.15.1. Exclusion

Any confession obtained through any improper methods which are illegal are excluded from the determination of guilt. The Constitution is clear on the coerced confession which is subject to exclusion. The exclusion applies to the confession adduced and any other fruits of the illegal confession. This is because the Constitution excludes confession or any other evidence gathered by coercion. For other types of illegal confession like failure to put the suspects in warnings of right to remain silent and other procedural safeguards specific exclusionary rule is not provided on the same provision guarantying this right. But if police officers used unconstitutional methods of interrogation that will result in exclusion of such evidence as it is void from the beginning. This is the protection afforded against illegal confession.

The courts in practice also exclude confessions obtained through coercion. Their difficulty remains with the methods of ascertaining existence of coercion. Once the accused proved he gave his confession through the utilization of coercion they are excluding it. In Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale for instance the accused was able to prove to the court that he gave his confession to the police officers because of the physical and psychological force exerted on him. The Supreme Court in trying the appeal lodged against conviction said this confession evidence is unreliable and untrustworthy which is inadmissible. Inadmissibility of such cases meant exclusion irrespective of the details of the information provided in that confession.

In Public Prosecutor v. Kibre Meaza case the court explained in its decision distrusts of voluntariness because of the fact that the confession is given in the absence victims’ complaint.
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and the crime is said to have been committed on unknown person. But what is striking is that rather than excluding such evidence the court went on determining evidentiary sufficiency of such confession. What is wrong is that once the confession is said to have been obtained illegally its fate is exclusion. Such evidence no longer exists in the trial of the suspect. The court should not have engaged in determination of sufficiency of such evidence. Rather, the court should have ruled it none existent. In Federal public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wondimu case the court excluded confession obtained from the suspect because the prosecutor witness testified that the suspect confessed after being beaten by the investigator so that she confesses.

Most of the exclusion measures are taken after hearing the accused that he is coerced into making his confession and the confession is not the outcome of free will of suspect. But this operates in relation to coercion either physical or psychological. As to other illegal confession obtained without following mandatory constitutional procedure like failure to notify right to remain silent or confession made without understanding the language of confession the practice of courts as to the effect of procedural irregularities is yet to be identified.

### 3.15.2. Criminal Trial

One of the sanctions for obtaining illegal confession is to open a criminal prosecution against the police officers who have employed improper methods of investigation. In relation to this the criminal code provides that it is a crime of use of improper method for any police officer charged with duty of interrogation to

> “improperly induces or gives a promise, threatens or treats the person concerned in an improper or brutal manner, or in a manner which is incompatible with human dignity or his office, especially by the use of blows, cruelty or physical or mental torture, be it to obtain a statement or a confession, ...”
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In relation to this, in the case of *Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw*\(^{394}\) the police used improper methods of investigations by slapping him on his face and wound his back with a Police Baton.\(^{395}\) But an occurrence of slap or beating on his back was proved not in the trial of *Worku Yigzaw* but in the trial of the police investigator himself for the use of Improper Methods.\(^{396}\) In the trial of another police officer, *Public Prosecutor v. Henok Ambello*, the force used was slap on the face of the suspect asking why he committed the crime.\(^{397}\) The interrogation was not even whether the suspect did the offence but why and the suspect in that case was beaten so that he responds to such interrogation without even confessing whether he committed the crime. In grave robbery case, *Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale*, the accused adduced evidence that he is tortured in making confession.\(^{398}\) The witnesses described to the court that they heard him screaming and they saw his face with simple bruises.\(^{399}\) In one recent case the federal high court ruled that two of the accused gave their confession as result of the force exerted on them and as such the accused defended themselves sufficiently.\(^{400}\) In *Public Prosecutor v. Mahmed Gizachew* the suspect adduced evidence showing that he was tortured every night.\(^{401}\)

In *Federal Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wondimu* the prosecutor witnesses testified to the court that the accused was forced to confess as a result of the beating she suffered.\(^{402}\) In this case the prosecution department took wrong decision. Trial court judges may put to the witnesses questions which are relevant for the just decision of the case.\(^{403}\) Consistent with this the presiding judge insisted in clarifying how the confession is obtained. The first witness already gave some clue as to the fact that the accused denied her involvement in the crime first. Then the question the court wants to solve is how she did agree to confess later. Though the witnesses tried to conceal the judge’s cross examination exposed that she was coerced. Now, the right approach to serving justice should have been to take remedial action against the police officer who followed

\(^{394}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw, cited above at note 266

\(^{395}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Getnet Teferi, cited above at note 217

\(^{396}\) Ibid.

\(^{397}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Henok Ambello, cited above at note 269.

\(^{398}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Ayalew Bogale, cited above at note 270.

\(^{399}\) Ibid.

\(^{400}\) See Bedada Tolosa et al v. Anti Corruption Commission prosecutor, cited above at note 262.

\(^{401}\) Mahmed Gizachew v. Public Prosecutor, (Criminal File No. 141338, Federal High Court Criminal Bench, 2006 EC.) (Unpublished)

\(^{402}\) See Public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma, cited above at note 303

\(^{403}\) See Criminal Procedure Code Art. 136(4), cited above at note 2
improper methods of investigation. Rather the wrong decision taken in this regard is to try the prosecution for false testimony. That followed because in the police file the witnesses testimony says the accused gave her confession voluntarily. This is the standard format police uses when they take testimonies of witnesses who heard confession of the suspect in police station, locally called “Yedereja Misikir.” Instead of investigating as to the truth or otherwise of the police misconduct the wrong option opted was to prosecute the witnesses. The witnesses have no motive to lying before the court. Even the victim herself testified in the same way after trying to conceal. They were convicted for telling the truth.

This is discouraging mechanisms and does not afford protection to suspects. The police can use this case as a precedent and may tell the witnesses to confess according to the wishes of the investigators or otherwise face prosecution. In any case rather than running after witnesses, it is better to make investigation of what happened and if there is police misconduct that should be rectified by bringing about criminal charge against the police officer.

3.15.3. Civil and Administrative Measures

In addition to the criminal measures that are taken against the police officer for the use of improper methods of interrogation, the civil and administrative measures can be taken. Any person including police who infringed any law will be liable for extra contractual liability. Therefore, the suspect who is coerced into making confession can claim the infringements of the criminal procedure and constitutional provision which entails a liability towards the victim in accordance with extra-contractual liability law. Such person will be obliged to pay compensations for the material and moral injury suffered. Even for the moral injury a payment of one thousand birr will have a hindrance effect compared to the salary of police officers. If the coercive method employed is the use of physical assault like in the case of Public Prosecutor v.

Worku Yigzaw\textsuperscript{405} and Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wondemu\textsuperscript{406} who faced an assault tort liability arises for use of physical assault.\textsuperscript{407}

In addition to the civil action against the officer an administrative decision can be taken against the police in accordance with Addis Ababa and Federal Police Commission Enabling Proclamation and Police Commission Administration Regulation.\textsuperscript{408} Accordingly, these laws impose extra duties on the police officers to be faithful to the Constitution and conduct their interrogation in accordance with the law.\textsuperscript{409} There is an administrative inbuilt system in which performance evaluation is conducted and failure to observe such duty entails dismissal from police duty.\textsuperscript{410} Accordingly, if awareness is created on this subject matter the suspects can exercise their rights by bringing administrative and civil action against the police exploiting improper methods of interrogation.

\textsuperscript{405} See Public Prosecutor v. Worku Yigzaw, cited above at note 266
\textsuperscript{406} See, Public Prosecutor v. Zinash Wendimu, cited above at note 272
\textsuperscript{407} See Civil Code Art. 2038, cited above at note 404
\textsuperscript{408} See Federal Police Commission Administration, cited above at note, 387, Art. 24
\textsuperscript{409} See Federal Police Commission Establishment Proclamation Art. 24, cited above at note 209.
\textsuperscript{410} See Council of Ministers Regulations No. 86/2003. Art. 28, 31, 32, cited above at note 387
Chapter Four: Re-shaping the Confession Rule in Ethiopia

“To deny people their human rights is to challenge their very humanity.”

Nelson Mandela

4.1. Introduction

In a country where confession of suspect is the sole evidence or at least the major evidence adduced against the suspects in criminal trial, it is of paramount importance to have a complete and persuasive law governing the subject matter at issue. In addition to this, those who are involved in criminal justice administration are expected to get involved in respecting and enforcing accused person’s right. As such this chapter is meant to explore the mechanisms of correcting the improper methods practically employed in dealing with confession of suspects. The necessary reform in the law compiled with the pre-existing duty and role of criminal justice administrators or national human right institutions will be explored.

As it is indicated in the chapter three of this thesis laws relating to confession are not comprehensive enough in enforcing accused persons right. Practically, identical issues are being handled differently from courts to courts and from judges to the other judges. Some of this difference emanates from different understanding of the law which lacks clarity and detail. This calls for the need to have a reform in the law in order to include provisions which are missing from Criminal Procedure Code or otherwise needs clarifications. Taking into account the fact that the Criminal Procedure Code is under revision, it is of paramount importance in this paper to indicate how to re-shape the exclusionary rules in Ethiopia.

---

412 The term “national human rights institution” has acquired a specific meaning. While the number and range of "institutions" concerned with human rights is large, and includes religious institutions, trade unions, the mass media, NGOs, government departments, the courts and the legislature, the term “national human rights institution” refers to a body whose specific functions are to promote and protect human rights.
4.2. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Reform in the Law of Confessions

Only voluntary confessions are admissible as evidence in court of law. This is already what is provided in the law. What remains unresolved however are the issues relating to what amounts to coercions or definition of voluntariness. As to what sort of influence are regarded as coercion the laws are not comprehensive enough. Providing explicit definition which is an open ended provides guiding principle to courts in dealing with the subject matter. Such reform is of importance to Ethiopia as our legal system relies on the law proclaimed by parliament than court adopted rules. The elaboration as to what amounts to involuntariness can be regulated in the evidence law. But in the absence of criminal evidence law and any initiation to come up with evidence law, it is of paramount importance to incorporate it in the coming Criminal Procedure Code.

Therefore, the definition to be provided for voluntariness of confession should take into consideration the fact that any force, threat and intimidation, deprivation, confession obtained after lengthy incommunicado detention, confession obtained in the hope of advantage or oppression exerted by a police officers involved in the investigation. For this to take effect the law should explicitly demand the prosecutor not to frame a charge or courts not to convict a person without scrutinizing the total circumstance surrounding the confession.

The laws regulating confession should incorporate clear provisions as to procedure to be followed in recording confessions, presenting to the court, burden and standard of proof. In recording confessions in the police department at least for grave crimes there has to be a requirement of audio taping or videotaping. There is already requirement of warning the suspect as to the right to remain silent and the right to have an interpreter. But in advancing this right, the effect of not following this requirement should be provided in the Criminal Procedure Code. Moreover for the purpose of avoiding conflict of interest the laws should clearly provide who

---

413 See FDRE Constitution, Art. 19(5), cited above at note 1
414 In Hong Kong for instance a committee is established for the purpose of considering legal reform relating to confessions rules. This committee made comparative study of common law and civil law rules and suggested a legal reform which is comprehensive and modern one.
can act as an interpreter whenever the confession is recorded. The requirement of impartiality in order to act as an interpreter should be incorporated.

Federal Public Prosecutors under federal jurisdiction works with the police in all police stations. Prosecutors should act like a watchdog institution of the police officers by way of check and balance. By way of revolution, confessions recorded in the absence of prosecution should not be admissible except with other strong reason. For confessions recorded on the holiday, nights etc. whenever the prosecutors are not around the police stations there should be requirement of sufficiency of reason provided to record such confession in the absence of prosecutors.

Based on requirements of trial within a trial if the admissibility of confession evidence is objected by the accused the prosecution should bear the burden of production and persuasion as to the fact that the confession is the free will of the suspect. Not only as to the requirement of burden of proof but also the standard of proof should be regulated in the context of exclusionary rule for which the current law is silent.\(^\text{415}\)

The Criminal Procedure Code gives the judges discretionary power to enter not guilty even if the accused pleads guilty if in the eyes of the judge a plea of not guilty should have been entered.\(^\text{416}\) This protects the suspects from involuntary false confession. The same protection should be afforded to the suspect in that courts recording confession based on Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code should be given discretionary power of not recording confession.\(^\text{417}\) Not only this but also the court trying the case should be given broad discretionary power to exclude confession if the judge is not persuaded that the confession is the outcome of free will as the prosecution tries to convince. Finally, the law should specifically prohibit the admissibility of an accomplice's confession against a non-confessing defendant as it violates the right to confrontation provided in the Constitution. All of the above and other problems indicated in this thesis need proper law addressing them. This is about freedom of citizens and life threatening event. One could be vulnerable to wrongful confession and could even be sentenced to capital

\(^{415}\) See note 366
\(^{416}\) See Criminal Procedure Code Art. 135, cited above at note 2
\(^{417}\) As it is provided on Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code currently, once the accused says he is willing to confess the judges are not given the power to refuse to record taking into account the unusual circumstance of the suspect.
punishment. Furthermore, the issues in this paper are not story of number of cases available. But taking into account the relevance of confession and its current use as major evidence, the necessity of legal reform in this regard is of relevance.

4.3. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Role and Function of Police Institution

There is a constitutional mandate imposed on all organs of the government. One of such institution is the police commission. This institution is obliged under Article 9 of FDRE Constitution to obey and enforce human rights of suspects. Among the right they are supposed to respect is to notify the right to remain silent, to provide an interpreter and also not to coerce suspects in making confessions. In addition to this the enabling acts of the institution itself mandates members of police force to be faithful to the Constitution and other subordinate laws. It is part of public knowledge that police uses force on criminal suspects. It should not be the case that everyone talks about police misconduct but nobody does anything. Therefore, for the purpose of protection of an accused person’s right, the police should follow the mandatory provisions of the law. Among them is the duty to give notify the right to remain silent, the duty to provide interpreter and to respect the rights of suspects against self-incrimination.

They should also give unlimited access to lawyers and families at the time the suspects are under custody of police. They should actually refrain from using force to get confessions and also appear in the eyes of the public and criminal justice administrators that they primarily observe the law, though individual cases of police misconduct still is inevitable. Rather than defending existence of police use of force in the institution, they should be committed in looking at themselves to avoid the occurrence of human right violations. In order to appear faithful to the Constitution the police organ needs to evolve into performance evaluation of all police officer at the heart of which is the issue of respect for human right than other administrative matters. For

---

418 See FDRE Constitution, Art 9 of const, cited above at note 1
419 Ibid.
420 Id., Art. 19 and 20
422 See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art 19 and 20
423 See Ethiopian Human Rights Commission Report, cited above at note 213
this to happen there is already law entitling them.424 In addition to this they should be open to the public so that the suspect’s condition can easily be visited by interested groups like civil societies. More important in this regard is the necessity of giving sufficient legal education on the subject matter to those who are involved in the interrogation of suspects. As it is the experience of some police stations, an accused persons rights are posted on the wall of the interrogation. This practice should extend to other police stations and notification and awareness creation should be conducted by posting custody cells and interrogation rooms of the possible rights of the suspects.

Furthermore the investment in the modern day technological instrument like audio and videotaping is necessary. If these instruments are used in recording confessions the chances of suspect changing their stories when they appear to court becomes minimal. It also allows courts to infer any coercion exerted on the suspect and beneficial in terms of determining total circumstances surrounding the confession.425 In doing so, the police can be regarded as faithful to the Constitution and playing their legal role in terms of enforcing accused persons rights at the time of interrogation.

4.4. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: The Role and Function of Prosecutors

The prosecution department is supposed to stand for the society in general. A violation of the law is what the prosecution is meant to object and stand against. As such the role of prosecutor in relation to enforcing right of citizens is of paramount importance. Like all other government institution the Constitution mandates this institution to respect and enforce the right of arrested and accused person.426 In addition to this the enabling act of Ministry of Justice obliges this institution to conduct investigation, prosecution and creation of legal awareness.427 All of these powers are relevant to the present considerations.

424 See Council of Ministers Regulations, 2003, Reg. No. 86, cited above at note 387, Art. 28, 31, 32,
425 As quoted in Suzan, cited above at note 232, p. 174
426 See FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 1, Art. 9,
The Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) document signed between police, prosecution and judicial organ of the government mandates the prosecutors to get involved into the investigation of suspects.\textsuperscript{428} As such the prosecutors should have to engage in investigation of criminal suspects together with police officers which in a way is a protection of the right of the suspect. They should be engaging in the investigation and prosecution of an alleged improper use of investigation techniques. If suspects are acquitted, the prosecution should automatically open an investigation or cause to be investigated against the police officer abusing his/her power.\textsuperscript{429} Such active role of prosecutor helps in enforcing an accused persons right relating to confession. The best example in this regard is the criminal prosecution of Getnet Teferi who participated in investigation of Worku Yigezaw.\textsuperscript{430} After Worku Yigezaw is acquitted as a result of force exerted on him for the confession, the prosecutor successfully prosecuted Getnet Teferi who is a police officer for using improper methods of investigations.\textsuperscript{431} As a result, the police were sentenced and lost his job. But in another case the prosecution rather than investigating the truth or otherwise of witness testimony in the court and prosecuting the police, they prosecuted the witnesses who told existence of coercion on the accused in the Federal public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma.\textsuperscript{432}

In other case the police slapped the suspect in police station at the place where public prosecutor is present and the prosecution successfully prosecuted Henok Ambello for improper use of investigation technique.\textsuperscript{433} The cases of Getnet Teferi and Henok Ambello are paramount importance in deterring them from committing another improper investigation and make them a lesson to other police officers who are willing to coerce suspects to obtain confessions.

Upon receiving a police report the prosecution is obliged to decide on the case submitted to him/her.\textsuperscript{434} In determining the sufficiency of evidence presented the prosecution should first determine admissibility or inadmissibility of confession evidence. The prosecutor in this regard

\textsuperscript{428} Though this document does not have the force of the law as memorandum of understanding between this three government institutions, it should be respected. This document is being implemented from the year on.
\textsuperscript{429} For this proc. 691 gives power of investigation and prosecution.
\textsuperscript{430} See Public Prosecutor v. Getnet Teferi, cited above at note 217
\textsuperscript{431} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{432} See Public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma, cited above at note 272
\textsuperscript{433} See Public Prosecutor v. Henok Ambelo, cited above at note 269
\textsuperscript{434} See Criminal Procedure Code Art. 38-44, cited above at note 2
has quasi judicial power. In doing so, the prosecution is carrying out its constitutional duty of enforcing and respecting criminal suspect’s right. Article 16 of United Nation Guidelines on Role of Prosecutor provides that if the prosecutor has a reasonable ground that the evidence is gathered through unlawful methods;

“they shall refuse to use such evidence against anyone other than those who used such methods, or inform the Court accordingly, and shall take all necessary steps to ensure that those responsible for using such methods are brought to justice.”

If the prosecutors engage in excluding improperly obtained evidence they are in effect living up to their oath which they have assumed to be loyal to the Constitution and other laws, to work for the supremacy of the law, and to respect and enforce human rights with honesty.

It is of paramount importance to show an example of prosecutor living up to his promise in this regard. Though most prosecutor take voluntariness of confession for granted, in the case of Sintayehu Amare (et al) the prosecutor considered the total circumstance surrounding the confession and refused to institute proceedings according to Article 42(1)a of Criminal Procedure Code. The reason provided was the fact that the interrogation of the suspect is conducted in other places out of investigation room in a place where suspects cannot get any evidence of coercion. Conducting interrogation in concealed place takes away the free will of making confession from suspects. Ensuring fair trial is not only the responsibility of judicial organ of the government but also the prosecutors. This case should be an initiation to other prosecutors in terms of giving lesson to be alert about suspect’s right. Therefore the prosecutors should exercise exclusionary rule before presenting the evidence to the court. By doing so the prosecution department and individual prosecutors can carry out their duties in avoiding improper evidence adduced to courts.

435 United Nation, Guidelines on Role of Prosecutor, 27 August to September 1990, Article 16
4.5. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: The Role and Function of Judiciary

The authority granted to the judiciary by the Constitution is critical in determining the role of the judiciary. The roles of the judges are for practical purposes, determined by the model within which they operate. According to our model of procedural law judges do not remain aloof and take control of proceedings. As such judiciaries play an important role in protecting human rights of citizens and promote rule of law. By way of check and balance the judicial organ of the government should make sure that government is acting according to the law. Suspects may not be willing to tell the courts how confession is obtained if the courts are not willing and in a position to protect them.

The judiciary like all of the above institutions is obliged to respect and enforce the criminal suspects human right provided in the Constitution and other human right documents. The judicial power is in the hand of judiciary. The Constitution guarantees independence of the courts and mandates them to be free from any interference. They are expected to function in accordance with solely of law. According to the UN Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary judges are duty bound to perform based on facts presented to them and according to the orders of the law by being free from other interferences. The judges duty in such case is to apply the law in “fair and even-handed manner with no regard to contingent social or political pressures...” Whenever they try cases and decide to exclude or even burden prosecutor to show legality of confession they are engaging in judicial work. It is the duty of judges to be accountable to the law. Failure to exercise office in the standard provided in the law put at risks the integrity of the court. The judicial organ of the government, separated from other organ of the

---

439 This model is the one followed in inquisitorial model of procedural system.
440 See FDRE Constitution, Art. 9, cited above at note 1.
441 Id., Art. 79
442 Id., Art. 79(2)(3).
443 Ibid.
445 Bangalore principle of Judicial conduct, September 2007, Art. 20
government, should take due commitment to check upon the police and prosecution department as to voluntariness of confession obtained. It is the major duty of the court to determine voluntariness and exclude the evidence in case if the confession is the outcome of coercions exerted on the suspect. The judicial organ is the one responsible to abide by the presumption of innocence.\textsuperscript{446} They can convict only if the prosecution produces enough compelling evidence rather than presuming guilt in the absence of such evidence.\textsuperscript{447} The judicial organ of the government should not burden the suspect unfairly by providing a kick-start to the prosecution in presuming voluntariness of confession. They should require the prosecution to provide other relevant evidences which in themselves can secure the conviction of the suspect. They should burden the prosecution with the duty of producing evidence indicating voluntariness of confession and at the same time expect from the prosecutors themselves to persuade them with the evidence adduced.

From the observation made whenever police, judges and prosecutors meet for a training the judges speaks out laud that the police should stop coercing the suspects for the purpose of obtaining confession. Their concern emanates from the cases they entertained in the court. Though they knew that from the claim presented to them in the court, they however did not in most cases take the initiation to exclude the evidence. It is like giving legal effect for illegal acts, though deep inside the judge they knew the confession is obtained by exploiting coercion. The case of Temesgen Abale who lost his hearing as a result of force exerted on him minimizes the integrity of the court and rather than the court playing its part for rule of law, the court gave legal effect for illegality.\textsuperscript{448} The accused presented evidence of ear injury, the family testifying the fact that he was healthy when he get arrested and co-prison roommate testifying the fact that the suspect was fine when taken away by the police and when he return in the middle of the night he lost his hearing skill. What should the accused do to convince the court more than the evidence already produced? When should the court be excluding confession obtained in such a way?

\textsuperscript{446} Haveman, Roelof, Olga Kavran, and Julian Nicholls (ed.), Supranational criminal law: A system sui generis (Intersentia nv, 2003), Vol. 1. p.212
\textsuperscript{447} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{448} See Public Prosecutor v. Temesgen Abale, cited above at note 270
In another case from Federal First Instance Court Akaki Criminal Bench⁴⁴⁹, the suspects claimed that they were tortured and the prosecutor witnesses testified to the court that they did not saw the investigator reading the confession over to the accused, but they saw the suspects signing, whether force is exerted on them or not the witnesses did not know, the fact that the investigator told the suspect to tell the witnesses what the suspects and the investigator talked about last night and even the court saw the injury sustained by the suspects. But it is shocking to see that the suspects were ordered to defend themselves.

In another case the Federal High Court, in the case of Federal public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma, convicted the suspect while the dissenting opinion provided is sounder than the reason provided for conviction.⁴⁵⁰ In this murder case the prosecutor witness replied to the court that the investigator was reading confession from the paper and ordered the suspect to repeat it to the witnesses so that they can appear to court and testify that he killed the victim. This confession was the major evidence adduced in this case. Without this confession the prosecutor does not have any other evidence which in themselves can secure conviction. Even in this case confession adduced from police station and from courts in accordance with Article 27(2) and 35 do not comply as to the participation of the suspect. What is surprising is still in this case the court ordered the suspect to defend himself. Even in defense presented by the suspect he adduced confession made to the court recording confession in accordance with Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code. What is surprising is that, the lower court recoded the confession of the suspect twice. In the first case the suspect already told the court that he did not commit the offence but later as a result of coercion exerted on him he confessed in the same court. Still two judges out voted the other judge and convicted him. It can be said this suspect is victim of justice. Injustice exerted on him by the police is legalized by the court.

Taking into account these sample cases the courts should play their part faithfully in accordance with the law. If courts are active enough to live up to the expectation of the law and shows ordinary commitment expected of them they can re-shape and re-establish the confession and exclusionary rule in Ethiopia which is being cracked.

⁴⁴⁹ Melkam Zena et al v. Federal Public Prosecutor, cited above at note 357
⁴⁵⁰ See Public Prosecutor v. Mikiyas Girma, cited above at note 30
4.6. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Role of Legislatures

The legislative organ of the government is the highest organ of the government in the country.\textsuperscript{451} They can exert controlling mechanism on police for the improper methods of interrogation. The parliament can control the police at the time of empowering them with power of interrogation. If a clear rules are included in the legal document and the consequence for violation is provided that helps in enforcing human rights of suspects. As such the parliament should have to make reform in the law on the issues identified in this paper and provide comprehensive law.

On top of the above, the house of people representative should exercise the mandates of supervision on the criminal justice administrators in order to make sure that the interrogation and prosecution currently conducted complies with the law. By conducting oversight hearings the parliament should investigate the action of the police to verify police use of force and take decision if necessary. The supervisory power of the parliament is already recognized under the Constitution.\textsuperscript{452} Among the action they can carry out in order to halt the ongoing police improper use of coercion to extract confession is to call and to question federal police officials and officials of Ministry of justice.\textsuperscript{453} In doing so, they can make sure if these executive organs are carrying out their duties properly. Furthermore, they can take any decision they deem necessary in order to enforce the human right of the suspects.\textsuperscript{454} The standing committees of the parliament can visit the suspects while in custody and observe how interrogation is conducted.\textsuperscript{455}

For instance some reports indicate that Central Police Investigation Headquarters in Addis Ababa is known for alleged improper use of interrogation system involving coercion.\textsuperscript{456} This forms part of public perception. In relation to this the supervisory investigation conducted by Unites States Senate Intelligence Committee on the interrogation system of CIA (Central Bureau of Investigation) revealed inhuman treatment of suspects.\textsuperscript{457} This forms good experience and gives

\textsuperscript{451} See FDRE Constitution, Art. 50(3), cited above at note 1
\textsuperscript{452} Id., Art. 55(17) and 55(18)
\textsuperscript{453} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{454} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{455} Id., Art. 55(19)
\textsuperscript{456} See Human Rights Watch, cited above at note 260; US Department of State, cited above at note 285.
us a lesson. Police engaging in torture or police misconduct of any sort cannot be peculiar to Ethiopia or United States. The parliament to this date should have established committee or enquiry team to verify whether this perception of Central Police Investigation Headquarters in Addis Ababa is wrong or not. Therefore the parliament can re-establish and re-shape the rules relating to confession in Ethiopia by making a legal reform and making in-depth supervisory and investigative works on those involved in criminal justice administration.

4.7. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Role of Defense Counsel

Defense counsels are essential component in the administration of criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{458} As citizen of the country they are duty bound to respect and enforce constitutional rights of citizens.\textsuperscript{459} Their basic duty is to give quality representation to their client.\textsuperscript{460} They are said to have given the best available representation to their client if they are able to protect the legal interest of their client with courage and devotion.\textsuperscript{461} Specific to the current issue, they are expected to defend the admissibility of illegally obtained evidence by scrutinizing how interrogations are carried out to determine if there is any violation of constitutional right of the accused. They should also be making sure that the prosecution department complies with the legal requirement in terms of instituting charges against the suspect with legal evidence. As a professional they are expected to render best service to their client and at the same time remind the court of an accused person right specific to their client.\textsuperscript{462} They should be the first hand information giver to the court as to how investigation is conduct and asking the exclusion of such evidence. Even if the confession is not excluded they should be in a position to argue insufficiency of confession evidence per se.

As already explored in this thesis, the trends of Supreme Court in relation to evidence of confession they ruled in number of cases as insufficient for conviction. As such it is the duty of


\textsuperscript{459} \text{See United Nations, Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, cited above at note 288, Art. 12}

\textsuperscript{459} \text{See FDRE Constitution Art. 9(2), cited above at note 1}

\textsuperscript{460} \text{Federal Court Advocates' Code of Conduct Regulations, 1999, Regulations No. 57, Council of Ministers, 6th Year No. I, Art 27(1)}

\textsuperscript{461} \text{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{462} \text{See United Nations, Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, cited above at note 288, Art. 14}
the defense council to be alert about these decisions and make available these decisions to lower courts by way of persuasion. In doing so, defense councils are improving the administration of criminal justice. The defense once he proved illegality of confession should institute administrative and civil action against those perpetrators on behalf of his/her client or at least advice his client of this fact. If defense counsel strongly get engaged in doing the above tasks they can re-shape and re-establish the current crack of practice in relation to confession.

4.8. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Role of NGO’s and Ethiopian Human Right Commission

The Ethiopian Human Right Commission is granted with broad powers of ensuring respect, Promotion and protection of Human Rights. They are given the power of investigation, to make recommendations, provide consultancy services on matters of human rights and forward its opinion on human rights reports. Though the opinion and recommendations of the commission are not mandatory, the reports it may issue manifesting human rights violations have far reaching moral and political overtone. As such taking into account the power the commission poses they can act as watchman for violations of right of criminal suspects. Whenever there is an allegation of human right abuse by the police officers they should engage in investigating and making recommendation. For instance this institution makes report of human right within certain time interval. The report from 2005 EC. shows claim of police coercion in 29 % of police stations studied. The report mentions specific police station where such allegation is prevalent. In addition to this the report divulged the absence of warning the right to remain silent in practice. Therefore, such naming by shaming and report on executive government as to the human right violation is a mechanism of enforcing human right of suspects relating to confession. The use of Ethiopian Human Right Commission for the purpose correcting the faulty mechanisms adopted in dealing with the illegally obtained evidence is vital.

---

463 Id., Art. 12. Provides that “Lawyers shall at all times maintain the honour and dignity of their profession as essential agents of the administration of justice.”


465 Ibid.

466 See Ethiopian Human Rights Commission Report, cited above at note 213
One of the reasons charities and societies are formed are to work on enhancement of human right.\textsuperscript{467} It should be borne in mind that the primary duty bearer to respect, protect and fulfill human right is state.\textsuperscript{468} The role of charities and societies pertaining to this is that they assist the state in fulfilling its human rights obligations by advocating the respect for human right.\textsuperscript{469} CSOs have the role of acting as channels of communication and act as a watchman of the violation of human right for the sake of obtaining confession.\textsuperscript{470}

The role of charities and societies in attaining accountability for human right violation and mainstreaming of human right cannot be overstated. They criticize police officers for violation of human right. “Naming and shaming” is a popular strategy to enforce international human rights norms and laws.\textsuperscript{471} Non-governmental organizations publicize police violation of human right and urge reform and this will strengthen the government’s commitment in sticking to the constitutional promise.\textsuperscript{472} Even more so, they provide the citizens with an opportunity of convincing the government to observe and live up to the human right standards. In the existence of violation of this, CSO’s provide access to justice to citizens by representation. CSO’s have involved in making lobbying, advocating and training on human rights. In relation to this it is of vital importance to mention the current development in law of human right which has accepted the role and responsibilities of CSO”s in safeguarding democracy, promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms and contributing to the promotion and advancement of democratic

\textsuperscript{467} Charities are established for charitable purposes. One of the charitable purposes according to charities and societies proclamation is the advancement of human and democratic rights. Charities and Societies Proclamation, 2009, Proc. No. 621/ Fed. Neg. Gaz. 15th Year No.25, Art. 14


\textsuperscript{469} Zeleza, Paul Tiymbe, and Philip J. McConnaughay (ed.), Human rights, the rule of law, and development in Africa (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), p.248


\textsuperscript{472} See Doebbler, Curtis FJ, cited above at note 470
societies, institutions and processes. Both of these human right institutions can play pivotal role in re-establishing and re-shaping rules dealing with confession by communicating improper methods of investigation and advocating the need for correction.

4.9. Re-establishing and Re-shaping Law of Confessions: Role of Media

The role of mass media in halting the ongoing coercion exerted on criminal suspect cannot be undermined. Existence of strong media promotes rule of law and respect for human right. They carry out the works of lobbying and investigative journalism and put the improper police behaviors to the attention of the public and to those empowered to take action against the offenders. In doing so, the Medias can exert moral and political pressure on the interrogation techniques used in police stations. The Medias can be exploited as one of the most effective halting mechanism of coercion techniques to obtain coercion provided that freedom of the press is well guaranteed. In that way Medias are a means of re-establishing and re-shaping fair confession rules in Ethiopia.

473 The charities and societies are said to have an important role in promotion of human right worldwide and this has been recognized on different UN Declarations on the Right and Responsibility of individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to promote and protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. UN General Assembly, Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms: resolution / adopted by the General Assembly , 8 March 1999, A/RES/53/144, Article 18(2).
475 Ibid.
476 Ibid.
Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1. Conclusion

The use of improper methods of interrogations could occur in the course of investigation for the purpose of obtaining confession or admissions. Illegally obtained statement implicating oneself in a crime is inadmissible. Protections are afforded in accordance with the FDRE Constitution, Regional and International binding and non-binding human right instruments. The theoretical underpinnings for inclusion of exclusionary rule into this system emanates from the will of the people of the world to discourage coercions and unreliability of confession obtained in violations of the rules and principles set. Protection against illegal confession is afforded as part of free and fair trial rights.

The Ethiopian laws relating to confession are not comprehensive enough in dealing with the issues relating to confessions. From the comparative study made other countries have incorporated comprehensive rules relating to confession through judicial decisions and legal instruments adopted by the legislative organ. In Ethiopia the Criminal Procedure Code is not elaborative enough how the criminal justice administrators should be dealing with this subject matter. The number of provisions available coupled with absence of codified comprehensive Evidence Law and absence of judicial activism, complicated the solution to the issues relating to confession.

The practical problems observed include absence of notifying the right to remain silent. Interrogations conducted without such notification will be condemned as unconstitutional. The unconstitutionality of the act done will cart off the legal recognition it could have otherwise obtained had there been a notification of right. But currently the judicial understandings do not comply with this fact. Courts are giving legal effect to confessions obtained without due consideration of due process right, like the absence of notification of right to remain silent. Right to notification of the right to remain silent without meaningful remedy will make the right unavailable.
If the suspect understands the language in which the confession is being recorded, that will not be a problem. But if the suspect is unable to properly understand the language in which his answers are to be recorded the law obliges to be provided with a competent interpreter. This protection is available not only for recording confession but also for the purpose of notifying the right to remain silent. Improper and reluctant handling of this however results in wrongful conviction. There are number of claims in relation to language that they accused argues they did not confess like it is provided on the paper. The confessors are signing without being aware what is written on the paper. It’s difficult for them to deny later on a trial as those involved interpreting are the police officers involved in the investigation of the crimes itself. This raises two difficulties i.e. partiality and incompetence. But in Ethiopia no practical and legal safeguards are available. In relation to this, though the use of audio and videotaping are of much importance they yet to be introduced mandatorily in Ethiopia.

Confession should be read over to the accused who signs and dates it. In relation to reading the confession over to the accused, from the observation made in police station, there is a limitation in this regard. Dating is also conducted by the one recording confession and may result in post dating and/or predating. Such confessions could be the result of coercion. An act constituting coercion is not defined in Ethiopian law. There is no judicial guideline adopted defining coercion yet. From comparative analysis made total circumstance surrounding the confession should be considered to determine existence of coercion. So far, intimidation or threatening and use of force are persistent in the cases studied in this thesis. But, lengthy incommunicado detention, Promises and deprivation of food, cloth, water and sleep could be methods exerted to coerce for the purpose of obtaining confession.

There are trends of recording confession in the same court the trial is later to be conducted. Trends of trial judge recording confession according to Article 35 of Criminal Procedure Code exposes the judge to be biased in advance. Recording confession any time before the trial exposes the suspect to human right abuses. Police can take prolonged period of remand and after all that time my claim the suspect confessed.

A mechanism of sending the one who confessed to prison is not available. Even if the suspect claims his right is being violated by police officers, he returns back to police station with them
and may even be coming back to the same court to give his confession which he previously denied his involvement in a crime in the same court. The lower courts are making error by recording confession twice and there is a discrepancy as how courts treat such occurrences i.e. accept or reject. In any case if suspect are able to prove coercion at police station it follows that the confession obtained in the court is also rejected.

Some courts argue that even if the suspect produced an evidence of alibi, in the failure to defend the confession given in police station they held accused liable. Illegality of confession can however, be ascertained by producing coercion evidence or proving non-participation of the suspect in the commission of the crime. The use of co-defendants confession at lower court is still available. But it should be rejected as it violates the constitutional right to confront the evidences adduced against the suspect.

The most problematic area in relation to confession in Ethiopia relates to a motion to suppress the confession. Though the criminal procedure law provides a procedure of trial within a trial, this however is not the case in practice. Illegality of confession is being ascertained after full trial which exposes suspects to bias on the part of the judge as to what is recorded. Though the burden of proving legality of confession is on the prosecution the courts are however burdening the suspect with unfair burden of proving illegality without otherwise requiring evidence of legality of confession. The presumption of legality of confession is what is observed practically. It is ascertained in this thesis that even those who are wrongfully convicted are coerced into making confession. Therefore, prosecution should bear the burden of proving legality of confession without first presuming legality.

Among the barrier for the realization of arrested and accused persons rights are lack of enforcement mechanism, lack of supervision on the interrogation system, limited judicial supervision, heavy burden on the defendant and lack of electronic recording mechanism are the reason. The remedial provisions in relation to illegal confessions are also yet to take effect in Ethiopia. This calls for re-establishing rules relating to confession. In order to that reform in the law and active role of human right institutions is required.
5.2. **Recommendation**

Taking into account the problems identified in this thesis and potential of abuse of the current practical system, the following recommendation are given.

- **General recommendations**

In general, those who are involved as human right institution and administration of justice should be abiding by the rule of law. The police institution empowered to conduct interrogation should follow the mandatory procedures of the law provided in the Constitution and other subordinate legislations. In addition to this rather than relying on the confession of the suspect they should provide prosecution with other collaborative evidence. The prosecution in turn needs to make sure that the evidence presented is legal or otherwise be excluded. The courts should be in a position to protect the rights of the accused as they are provided in human right instruments and other laws. All other stake holder human right institutions should carry out their responsibility in order to re-shape laws relating to confessions. More important in this regard is the need to legal reform of subordinate legislations incorporating all the legal protection afforded against illegal confessions.

- **Specific Recommendations**

The writer of this thesis is of the view that the present procedures of dealing with issues relating to confession in Ethiopia should not be retained. More specifically, the following recommendations are given for reform in the system.

- **Coerced confession and exclusion**

  ✔ An acts constituting coercion should be expressly provided in the coming Criminal Procedure Code. It should include intimidation, threatening, use of force, lengthy incommunicado detention, promises and deprivation of food, cloth, water and sleep.

  ✔ The test for voluntariness of confession needs to be redefined.

- **The notification of the right to remain Silent and right to lawyer**
✓ The notification of the right to remain silent should have to be made by the police officers.
✓ In the absence of such notification however, the courts should be in a position to exclude such evidence.
✓ A clear law manifesting the exclusion of confession obtained without following the duty to notify the right to remain silent should be proclaimed to clarify the disagreement on the consequence of such act.

✗ Bilingualism and confession

✓ If the suspect is unable to properly understand the language in which his answers are to be recorded it should be obligatory to be provided with a competent interpreter.
✓ A legal reform providing safeguard of confession of the suspect incorporating who can act as an interpreter, protection against conflict of interest, impartiality and competence should be specifically provided for recording confessions.
✓ Avoiding the use of police officers as interpreters at interrogations, replacing them with professional interpreters should be required in serious grave crimes and for other crimes those police officers involving in the investigation should not act as an interpreter.
✓ Audio or videotaping (recording) should be required for solving allegation as to existence of interpreter and accuracy of interpretation including existence of coercion.

✗ Recording confessions in police stations

✓ A requirement in the Criminal Procedure Code of reading by or to him before it must mandatorily be signed and dated by the suspect should be provided for recording confession in police stations.
✓ Right to consult attorney should be warned before interrogation
✓ Recording minutes of a confession with the question and answer than in the form of narration should be required.
✓ Confession should always be recorded in presence of prosecutor. An exception to this principle may be provided to deal with stringent conditions
✓ Recording confession twice at police stations should be prohibited.
Confession made to courts

- It should be prohibited for a judge to record confession and at the same time entertaining the case a trial level.
- Recording confession any time before the trial should be prohibited. Courts and legislatures should limit times for interrogation of the suspect. Confession should only be required to be recorded within forty eight hours in the first appearance to the court.
- Judge should be given discretionary power of not recording confession whenever he is suspicious that the suspect is not voluntarily making confession. For this cross examining the suspect as to his willingness to confess should be conducted.
- Recording confession twice at courts should be prohibited.

The use of co-defendants confession

- The use of co-defendants confession should be rejected as it violates the constitutional right to confront the evidences adduced against the suspect.

A motion to suppress the confession: trial within a trial

- A procedure of trial within a trial should be adopted to suppress confessions without undergoing full trial.

Burden and standard of proof

- The burden of proving legality of confession should be on the prosecution. Accused should not be required to prove illegality without first prosecution proving legality.
- A clear law should incorporate mandatory provision requiring prosecution to bear burden of proof including the current solution to current silence of standard of proof.

Evidentiary sufficiency of confession

- If an accused has been charged on the basis of a confession, and where there is no other evidence outside the confession incriminating him, it is desirable to exclude.
Remedy

- For those who violate the law an administrative, civil and criminal remedy compiled with exclusion of evidence should be taken.

Role of human right institutions

- Human right institutions should carry on re-shaping and enforcing human rights of suspects.
- Strict performance evaluation of police officers as to their human right protection should be conducted in some time interval.
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